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A study into the financial performance and

value of the highlights 5 things owners and

directors must do in 2014:

1. Learn from the successful

2. Know the growth areas in the market 

3. Assess your business’s value and buying

or selling prospects

4. Go in search of higher margins 

5. Monitor those failing in the market and 

exploit their weaknesses.

David Pattison, senior analyst, explains why

following these tips will help you to improve

your competitive advantage in 2014.

Learn from the successful

Highlighted in the UK’s Top 1000 Roofing

Services Companies study are 30 firms that

have proven the market is no barrier to

success, achieving staggering sales growth

and delivering record profits. These firms are

getting it right in the market; they are setting

the standards for financial performance and

anyone in the industry should be inspired by

their results and follow their lead.

Know where the growth areas in the
market are

For anyone wanting to know how to increase

their sales, take a look at 50 firms highlighted

in the analysis. In a market averaging only

0.4%, these firms are averaging 19% sales

increases. These firms are showing the

direction the market is going in, they are

driving the change, understanding their

products, services and strategies will be very

important in the year ahead. 

Assess your business’s value and buying
or selling prospects

In a time of change in the market, all business

leaders should be keeping an eye on their

5 Things To Do in 2014

New £2 million SIG Distribution Supercentre

After 8 years at the NFB, Julia Evans is relinquishing

her role as chief executive.

Julia moves on to become chief executive of BSRIA

(The Building Services Research and Information

Association), a test, instruments, research and

consultancy organisation providing specialist services

in construction and building services. 

She will remain at the NFB until April 2014 before

starting her new role.

During her time at the NFB, Julia has worked to

secure more favourable conditions for members and

was the founder of the Construction Alliance. She is

currently playing a leading role in delivering the

Procurement and Access to Finance work stream in

Construction 2025. 

Paul Senior, Chairman of the

NFB said: “Julia has taken

the Federation into ever more

ambitious territory in her

years at the helm. In a

difficult economic climate,

she led and inspired her team

to provide sterling services to

members.”  

“We wish her every success

and are pleased that she

remains in the industry and will continue to contribute

to its recovery and success.”

Julia Evans said:“This industry is a fascinating one,

with many levels and skills and operators. I have been

proud to have spent several years representing the

contractors and builders involved in the built

environment.”

NFB Head Resigns 

The LSA’s Rolled Lead Sheet Manual has set the technical

standards for the industry for many years and is the essential

reference point for leadworkers, architects and specifiers.

Now, in response to feedback, the LSA has made the Manual

available in an electronic format as a PDF flip-page e-book.

It contains all of the up-to-date technical information you need

to specify or install Rolled Lead Sheet manufactured to BS EN

12588. The eBook gives you the benefit of easy one-click

indexing; page, or page range printing; zoom function and

Cloud access, from anywhere with an internet connection

An electronic manual costs £30.00. A new printed version of the Manual is now also

available, and to purchase both an electronic and hard copy, the cost is £39.95 plus P+P.

To order the Manual visit www.leadsheet.co.uk/manuals and follow the instructions. 

In the final month of this year’s Ladder Exchange, – the

Ladder Association’s annual campaign which lets people

swap their old, dodgy ladders for discounts on new ones –

five ladder safety tips have been issued.

Cameron Clow, Chairman of the Ladder Association, said:

“Even regular users sometimes need to be reminded of the

basics.”

Falls from height are responsible for more deaths in the

workplace than any other cause. 

The Ladder Exchange website

(www.ladderexchange.org.uk) features Toolbox Talks for

anybody doing work at height. 

Among the best examples of the need for this timely

reminder are the Idiots on Ladders pictures sent in to the

Ladder Association’s Facebook page, two of which are

pictured .

Ladder Exchange Festive Tips

LSA Launches New Electronic Manual

business’s value, how attractive their

business is viewed as by others and also

be open to the possibility that they could

make an acquisition. We have identified

195 firms where their value has fallen by

a third. Many of these businesses need

an injection of capital - and you or one of

your competitors could well buy them

out. 

Go in search of higher margins 

Key to your company’s long term success

is good profitability. 50 firms named in

the analysis are delivering 9.0% margins,

and they are showing that real value can

be added in a market.  Just to put these

firms into context, 316 of the 1000

companies are currently making a loss.

Understanding how these firms are

structured and their business models will

prove vital to your future profitability.

Monitor those failing in the market
and exploit their weaknesses.

The year ahead will not be without

causalities. Named in the analysis are

173 firms whose risk of failure in 2014 is

higher due to their low financial health. 

Two important lessons can be learned

from these firms.

a) Know their weaknesses so you can

exploit them in the market

b) Understand how the problems started

and the weaknesses – so you can avoid

the same mistakes.

The full analysis has examined the UK

largest 1000 Roofing Services companies

and conducted a full commercial and

financial analysis of each. Copies of the

report can be purchased by calling 01642

626 419 or emailing

c.glancey@plimsoll.co.uk.

Top Ladder Safety Tips

1 Loft ladder, leaning ladder or stepladder: Use the

right one for the job

2 Check it's safe: Are the treads firm, clean and in

good condition?

3 Position it correctly: Make certain it's secure and

won't slip

4 Don’t cut corners, deck the halls on a stepladder

not a dining chair

5 Why fall for it? Never risk stretching up or

overreaching.

(L-R) Paul Gordon, MD, SIG Distribution, Ian Mearns

MP for Gateshead, Cllr Jack Graham MBE, Mayor for

Gateshead and Stuart Mitchell, Group CEO, SIG plc.

One of SIG Distribution’s vehicles plays the lead

role in an explosive ribbon cutting to mark the

official opening of the supercentre.

SIG Distribution – the distribution division

of FTSE-listed construction supplies firm

SIG plc – formally opened its new £2 million

Tyneside ‘supercentre’ on 05 December

2013. 

Gateshead’s MP Ian Mearns and the Mayor

and Deputy Mayor of Gateshead were

among the dignitaries celebrating the

opening of the new branch in Dunston,

Gateshead, alongside SIG plc Group Chief

Executive Stuart Mitchell and SIG

Distribution Managing Director Paul

Gordon.

The branch is the first in the UK to bring

together on one site all five of the

company’s constituent businesses – SIG

Insulation, SIG Technical Insulation, SIG

Interiors, SIG Fixings and SIG Construction

Accessories.

Stuart Mitchell, Group Chief Executive, SIG

plc, said: “The launch of the Tyneside

‘supercentre’ in Dunston marks a major

milestone for SIG Distribution. “As well as making SIG Distribution’s

business operation more streamlined and

efficient, we believe this new branch will

add value to our customers businesses. By

working with us more efficiently, we will

help them to ensure their businesses are

‘fit for the future’ and well positioned to

take advantage of the growing upturn in

the construction sector.

SIG Distribution has invested over £2

million in work to regenerate the derelict

site, which currently employs around 70

people and will service the needs of SIG’s

1,500 construction customers in the North

East. 

UKSIPS has announced that their Code of Practice is

now available.

UKSIPS says that the industry

has seen a sharp increase in

demand and the Code of

Practice is designed as a quick

reference point and to help

everyone understand the SIP

technology better. 

The Code (available at

www.uksips.org/) includes a

summary of all six special

Technical Bulletins published

in conjunction with TRADA which are designed to

underpin the Code of Practice, and provide more in

depth information and detailing. These Bulletins can

be downloaded from the UKSIPS website at

http://www.uksips.org/technical-bulletins/

New Code of Practice for
UKSIPS

http://www.leadsheet.co.uk/manuals
http://www.ladderexchange.org.uk
mailto:c.glancey@plimsoll.co.uk
http://www.uksips.org/
http://www.uksips.org/technical-bulletins/
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Jablite Signs Five Year Deal 

The NASC has formally elected Kevin Ward as

President. Kevin, of Scaffold Erection Services Ltd

takes over for two years, to 2015 from Rob Lynch

(Lyndon Scaffolding plc).

Kevin Ward said “The launch, promotion and

ultimately successful integration of TG20:13 into

our industry will no doubt

take up much of my time.

My message to members

is, that they must get to

grips quickly with this

new version of TG20,

embrace it and utilise it to

their advantage to get

ahead of the game and

ultimately your

competitors.”

He also challenged the NASC membership to

create 400 scaffolding apprentices during his two

year term.

New NASC President

Black Mountain Insulation, the UK manufacturer of natural sheep’s wool and hemp insulation

materials has been acquired by Essex based IPP Ltd. 

IPP’s strategy of developing a range of sustainable building products fits perfectly with the Black

Mountain range, they say. 

MD, Gordon Pirret commented, “We intend to ensure that the words ‘sustainable and

environmentally friendly’ should definitely not mean unaffordable.”

SPAB Fellowship Celebrates Craftsmanship

As this year’s SPAB Fellowship draws to a close Johnnie Clark, Jamie Miles and Tyrone Oakley, the 2013

touring Fellows, made a stop in London so they could be presented with their William Morris Craft

Fellowship certificates in front of nearly 100 guests in the impressive surroundings of The Ironmongers Hall

on Wednesday 6 November. 

Tyrone Oakley, leadworker Fellow from Dundee, said “The SPAB Fellowship has been a very edifying

experience for me. The first thing I learnt was just how little I knew! The variety on the course has filled me

with a great appreciation for historical architecture. I've been given a good understanding of our national

crafts, both ancient and contemporary. But most of all my love of my own craft, leadwork, has reached a new

level of obsession.”

IPP Acquires Black Mountain Insulation

Chris Gimson is taking over as

Commercial Director for Styrofoam-

A and Xenergy insulation

manufacturer, Dow Building

Solutions, in February 2014.

He succeeds Jayne Law, who has

been in the position since 2004.

Jayne first joined Dow in 1987 and

has held various roles since then.

In 2012, she was awarded an MBE

for services to the insulation

industry.  She is leaving the

company to pursue personal

interests.

Chris joined Dow as part of the

acquisition of Flexible Products in

February 2000, for which he was

European Managing Director.

During his Dow career, Chris has

managed the Styrofoam business

in Ireland and directed the core

composite Styrofoam business.

Alongside his new role, Chris will

once again assume responsibility

for the extruded polystyrene

business in Ireland, and oversee

the spray polyurethane business in

the UK.

“It’s been a year of change for

Dow Building Solutions as we

have expanded our channels to

market, introduced new multi-

purpose Styrofoam 150-A and built

on the successful introduction of

our Xenergy roof insulation

product,” said Chris Gimson.  “It’s

a great time to be assuming

commercial responsibility for a

business with such a strong

heritage upon which to build.”

New Commercial

Head for Styrofoam

Producer

New MD for National
Roofing Company 

KGM Roofing has appointed

Jason Harvey as Managing

Director of the national

roofing and cladding company

based in Peterborough. 

Jason joined the company in

June 2003 and has been a

director of KGM for two and a

half years, during which time the company, a

division of Lindum Group Ltd, has gone from

strength to strength.

Jason said “I look forward to taking the division

forward by providing clients with the best service

possible and delivering excellent value for

money, which we know makes such a

difference.”   

Jason will be taking over from Mick Papworth

who is to become Managing Director of Lindum

Sturgeon, the Lindum Group’s Construction

Division, also in

Peterborough.

Lindum Group Ltd has

been in the construction

business for 57 years, and

employs over 490 people

96% of whom are

employee shareholders.

This year it was named

as the top construction

company in ‘The Sunday Times Top 100 Best

Companies in the UK to Work For’ list and ranked

6thoverall.  

Jablite, manufacturer of expanded polystyrene insulation products, has signed a new five year

trading deal with construction solutions business, Cordek Ltd. 

The deal confirms that Jablite will be the sole supplier of the Expanded Polystyrene mouldings that

are the key component of Cordek’s new Cellcore HX product range designed to alleviate the effects

of ground heave on foundations.

Jablite MD, Richard Lee, commented, “Our business has undergone a period of intense change

during the past five years, this formal arrangement with Cordek is a sign that our strategic plans

are working. We have made a substantial investment of around £600,000 in new machinery to

service this Cordek agreement. “

Solar Thermal RHI Tariff Announced

The Government has now

confirmed the tariff for non-

domestic solar thermal

installations will increase 5% up to

10p. However, the solar industry

was disappointed that the tariff for

household systems remains at

19.2pKwh, as announced in the

summer. DECC has also confirmed

how the cost controls will work

and how domestic installations

under the RHPP grant scheme will

be introduced.

Stuart Elmes, Chair of the STA Solar Thermal Working Group, said: “The STA welcomes the uplift to the

solar thermal non-domestic tariff, albeit at the lower end of the proposed range. It’s disappointing the so-

called ‘value for money cap’ was not adjusted to boost the domestic tariff above the original 19.2p.

“The tariff is only one part of the puzzle though. For instance, the much improved deeming methodology

announced in October will help boost returns for customers. We are confident that solar thermal now has

most of the policy ingredients for much needed recovery in 2014.”

The STA estimates that the costs of installing solar hot water systems could fall by as much as 30% as the

market expands to catch up with solar PV.

(left to right): Tyrone Oakley, Johnnie Clark, Jamie Miles. 
Photo: Ralph Hodgson



Architect’s ColumnAluminium Roofs

David Hicks, an independent industrial roofing consultant here explains how most aluminium

components he inspects on UK buildings are installed incorrectly. Such failings may result in water

ingress into the building, but more worryingly, also cause components to leave the roof and causing

damage to life and property. Many of these issues are caused by poor installation, but some can

start at the design concept stage.

The correct installation of aluminium roofing and flashings would appear to be a major stumbling

block within the Roofing & Cladding industry.  

Very rarely do I find a job where this task is undertaken correctly and in most cases the installation

is left in a state where it can become a danger to life and limb. Surprisingly, the majority of these

issues arise from ignorance of the correct installation procedure. In many cases it is simply easier

and cheaper to install it incorrectly in the knowledge that most roofs are not inspected anyway and,

as such, faults are unlikely to be detected within any defects period - though of course some are.

Shockingly, of the failed roofs we have been asked to investigate, 77% have been aluminium which

has not been installed correctly.

So what are the common issues?

Thermal expansion

Aluminium expands at the rate of 1mm per metre for light colours and up to 2mm (sometimes

1.5mm) per metre for dark colours.  

In consequence a 3 metre long flashing can require up to a 6mm gap to expand into.  It is therefore

good practice to leave a 6mm gap between such flashings.

The normal method of joining flashings together, end to end is by use of a butt strap: a small strip

of similar metal, shaped as per the flashing but to fit underneath the joint.  The flashings should

only be fixed on one side of the joint into the butt strap (in some cases this side is welded to form

better joint than using mastic).

The flashing on the other side of the joint is only mastic-sealed to allow for movement of the joint.

Where this is not correctly undertaken, the fixings will fail and allow the flashings to lift, permitting

water ingress.

In several instances we have found that flashings are lapped with fixings passing through the lap.

This restricts the linear expansion and frequently causes the fixings to fail or the flashing to distort

and allow water ingress into

the building. In some

instances, especially those

involving bull noses and

soffits, the flashing has the

potential to fall off the

building posing a safety risk

to people and property below.

Fixings

All fixings in contact with

aluminum and steel should be

of authentic stainless steel.

However, there are various

grades of such screws and we

would suggest that a

minimum of grade 304 be

used, although higher grades may be required in more extreme climates such as swimming pools.

Under no circumstances should carbon steel be used - which is our usual discovery on at least 50%

of the projects we inspect.

Galvanic Corrosion or Dissimilar Metal
Corrosion

This occurs where two different metals are left in

contact with an electrolyte - usually water from

rain or condensation. The two metals electronically

react, with the weaker metal being sacrificed. To

avoid this, a separation layer is placed between the

metals to prevent contact.  An insulation tape

similar to that used in electrical installations is

frequently used for this purpose. One should never

rely on the coating of the metal to provide this

protection.

It is also worth mentioning that metals can

additionally react with treated timber in a similar

way and a barrier should also be used in these

circumstances. This fault is found on around 25% of

projects.

Material Thickness

Another common fault that we discover is the use

of too thin a gauge of material, especially for

flashings. Some only use a 0.7mm thick flashing,

which is the standard thickness for steel, but

inappropriate for aluminium.  The MCRMA provide

some guidance about the thickness to use within

section 6 of their Technical Paper No 11, available

from their website.

(http://www.mcrma.co.uk/pdf/mcrma_t11.pdf).

Oil Canning

‘Oil Canning’ is a term used to describe the rippling effect that can sometimes

be observed within a flashing. This can usually be avoided by using the

correct thickness of material (see section 6.2 of the MCRMA Technical Paper

No 11 referred to above).  This is of course an aesthetic issue rather than a

technical failure.

Steelwork Alignment

As with all roofing and cladding, the steelwork to which components are fixed

is important for aesthetic

reasons. However, accurate

alignment is essential for

aluminium installations.  If a

curved roof is not correctly set

out, the roof sheet may become

facetted, preventing free

expansion.  In the event of a

standing seam roof, this can

cause the sheets to detach from

their clips becoming likely to

leave the roof in the next strong

wind.

Following Trades

It should be remembered that

following trades are generally

not aware of the requirements

of aluminium.

In consequence, they will fit

various components as if the

roof is a standard coated steel

type, oblivious to the special

requirements needed. For example, we have witnessed a Dektite flashing

being fixed through the seam of a standing seam roof. 

Foot Traffic

Walking on an aluminium standing seam requires the skill set of Torville and

Dean!

In general, one should only tread in the seams (though there are exceptions).

In many cases, the design of the building is such that this is physically

impossible due to steep curves or slopes.  As a consequence, both installers

and following trades tend to walk in the centre of the pans and cause damage

that will affect the longevity of the roof.

There are several reasons why aluminium components fail, some due to

installer ignorance of the special requirements for aluminium. Others due to an

unsuitable building design for the product.  

Awareness and education from

architect’s  design through to the

operative on site is perhaps all that is

required here.  Then again, there will

probably always be those that cut

corners to save money.

Time to Address the Failure Rates of

Aluminium Roofs

Inappropriate use of a dektite flashing,
deforming the aluminium standing seam

Aluminium flashings in direct contact with galvanised steel

Damaged sheets due to foot traffic

David Hicks

Architect’s Column
Are You About to Send Some
Marketing Material to an
Architect? 

Marketing. It’s a dirty word. But we all have to do it. Suppliers do it to

contractors, contractors do it to us, we do it to developers and

developers do it to the end users. It never stops - ultimately we all

have something to sell and therefore we have to tell people about it. 

Without exaggeration, we probably receive about 20 pieces of

marketing through the post every week, 90% of which goes straight

into recycling, not even read. Hopefully, what I am about to tell you

will help you get yours read... and maybe even kept. 

Let’s start with the DON’Ts. 

The first biggest no-no is trying to sell us all your stock in one go. I

have never, in my 12 odd years specifying elements thought to

myself, “I need a new door handle, I’ll go to my library of 3000

product catalogues and look for one”. If you send me a large glossy

magazine with different style taps, chances are it’s going into

recycling. It is not feasible for us to keep everything and if it’s big and

bulky, we probably won’t. 

Don’t start your letter with, ‘To whom it may concern’ or ‘Dear Sirs’.

If you haven’t gone to the effort to target me personally, why would I

bother to read your letter? 

I know that’s a little blunt, but if I doesn’t see ‘Dear Grant’ or in the

odd case ‘Dear Grant Erskine Architects’ I know immediately it’s a

blanket ‘catch all’ circular and probably of little use to me - so you

can guess where it goes straight into. 

Now you may be thinking ‘I don’t have time to work out the name of

every director and every architect in every practice’, and I understand

that, because we often think the same. However, someone once

explained this to me with a simple question. Would you rather have

50% of 100 people read your marketing material or 5% of 1000? 

And now the DOs. 

First one, and it’s probably the single most important, simplest and

cheapest. Include your business card. Many of us still have card

holders packed full of suppliers that we still revert to when we need

something. 

Secondly, if you are going to send something, make it easy and

worthwhile to keep. Many of us have A4 lever arch files where we

keep stuff that has piqued our interest. It’s our scrap book of stuff that

might come in handy, so take advantage of this knowledge. If a

supplier sends me an A4 sheet, or A4 brochure with a few pages,

with simple digestible and useful info on it - I’ll probably file it my

“stuff folder”. Make it easy for me. Send it pre-punched so I don’t have

to go looking for a hole punch (if you want to stand out a little - use

the wire extension so it sits out further than the rest). 

Include swatches, maybe small samples, good details, perhaps a bit

of a spec - info that I will need - not large photos of your existing

projects - if I need that I will go to your website. 

Grant Erskine Architects is a Manchester-based
architect's office with unrivalled knowledge and
experience in the property and construction sector.
For more information call 0161 236 9761 or visit
www.granterskinearchitects.com.

David is a Fellow of the Institute of
Roofing and a consultant member of
the Metal Cladding & Roofing
Manufacturer’s Association.

David Hicks Consultants Ltd offers an
independent Consultancy service to all
with an involvement or interest in
Industrial Roofing & Cladding. For
further details www.dhc-ltd.co.uk or
email  david@dhc-ltd.co.uk.
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Contractor’s Column
Make the Most of  Surging Demand – It May Not Last!

Tony Burke, Managing Director Avonside Group

Listening to the radio this morning on my way to the

offices in Heywood, I heard an interesting item about

California.  They were talking about recruitment and the

‘sunshine tax’ (higher costs of living in return for a sunny

climate) and the need of businesses to be based there to

fish in the talent pool of Silicon Valley.  

This struck a chord - not the sun - but mention of the

talent pool.  We, like many contractors, are engaged in a

recruitment drive to meet the sudden demand for skills

prompted by the Help to Buy scheme. 

Contractors are faced with several questions when it

comes to recruitment. The pressure to recruit is amplified

because there is hugely increased demand for houses,

and we have to exploit that while it lasts.  However, that

means there is also a heightened demand for skilled

workers and some contractors may be finding it difficult

to attract the right calibre of candidate.  

To recruit more operatives contractors must decide;

n does one advertise or rely upon word of mouth?

n how affordable is advertising?

n does it work?

n how good is the calibre of candidates? 

n how challenging is the interview process?

Many contractors, like us, will use their websites to

publicise recruitment vacancies, which costs nothing.

Then they may advertise in trade publications or press

local to a branch.  Let’s assume this has proven effective

and a pool of candidates is formed.  Contractors may then

face legislative hurdles, for example the requirements

relating to checking overseas candidates are eligible to

work in Britain.  

Some contractors may be concerned about the cost of

training before recruits can add value on site, but this is

a necessary investment; no industry can survive without

new blood.  I think the bigger issue may be how

contractors motivate prospective candidates to join the

industry in the first place.  Providing and funding training

is simply the next logical progression on the road to

achieving a skilled workforce.  Our 30 new apprentices

will undergo both college-based and on-site assessment

over 24 months in addition to the toolbox talks all

operatives undergo

Having recruited and skilled-up an individual, there

comes the issue of retention. All too often I’ve heard

peers complain that, having invested in a person’s

training, the individual had displayed flagrant ingratitude

by joining a competitor, albeit in return for better terms and conditions.  Let’s get

real – that’s why the majority of people go to work – for money, not for love.

I don’t agree with those contractors grumbling about the surge in demand for

building and roofing-related skills either.  Make the most of it - this demand may

disappear as quickly as it appeared if the Government decides to pull the plug,

and then what?

The answer might be diversification, building upon core skills and applying them

to market opportunities.  Should a contractor not have the requisite expertise

organically it can be sought via acquisition. Considering opportunities, it could be

sensible to move quickly as the Government’s continuing commitment to the

green agenda may not last.  

Currently, there is interest among consumers in energy efficiency, such as

insulation,  and renewable energy. Solar panels remain an attractive proposition as

hardware costs have dropped, which counterbalances the reduced Feed in Tariff.

Consumers’ interest may be in response to energy prices, and businesses will

follow suit, especially those who operate from large sheds, the older ones of which

can be difficult to keep watertight and heat/cool as required.  

I am not alone in seeing these opportunities and restructuring and diversifying to

take optimum advantage of them and attract contracts.  Thus, the competition

among contractors continues and I welcome it.  

Competition means that there is opportunity: vital for the health of the industry

going forward.  

And that is my wish for the New Year – an industry moving forward, investing in

people and futures, working in partnership with clients, architects and specifiers,

deploying effective technologies and strategies to shape and improve our

residential and commercial landscapes, to plan, and to budget.  Here’s to 2014!

For more about Avonside Group Services visit www.avonsidegroupservices.co.uk,
email info@avonsidegroup.co.uk or telephone 0800 731 5982. 

Event Preview

Thysis and Rockwool sign up for Roofex

2015 

The next Roofex Show may not be until February 2015 but this is

not preventing stands from being snapped up, according to the

organisers: Marwood Events’ Sales Director, Paul Shelley.

“In the early part of December we’ve had a number of new

signups and it’s a pleasure to welcome back Thysis Building

Products to Roofex 2015 as well as greeting first time exhibitor,

Rockwool, to the roofing industry flagship event at the NEC”. 

“This takes our exhibitor number up close to 30, the bulk of

whom are returning exhibitors - a real vote of confidence from the

roofing industry for Roofex” he adds. 

It’s important to stress that the timing of the next Roofex was

chosen by the roofing industry as a result of a poll conducted by

the NFRC and the IOR at the request of the organisers. 

“The industry was clear that Spring, Summer and the Autumn

period leading up to Christmas are all busy periods for roofers and

not the best time for a roofing event” says Roofex Event Director,

Steven Callaghan, “whereas mid-winter is the quietest period of

the year workwise, yet close enough to spring to start thinking

about buying new gear, which is why we believe that the roofing

industry voted so overwhelmingly for February”. 

Callaghan also believes that the venue is a significant factor. 

“Roofex 2015 is being held at the NEC,” continues Callaghan. 

“Positioned in the centre of the country with its own airport, main

line station and motorway junction; it’s the number 1 venue for

the number 1 national roofing show - Roofex”. 

“We have some really great things planned for Roofex 2015, and

details will be released through 2014” says Callaghan, “and, of

course, we shouldn’t forget that the show will be part of

‘Construction Week’ at the NEC, 2015, which will be a magnet for

specifiers as well as roofers”. 
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Warranties      

Enquiry 15

The latest statistics published on 21 November 2013 reveal that the last 3 months

have seen the fastest rate of house building since 2008.   Figures show housing

starts over the last year increased by 16% compared with the year before, rising

from 101,280 to 117,110. The 32,230 homes started between July and September

this year represents the fastest rate of house building for 5 years.

As the housing and construction ‘bubble’ takes hold, it is essential that these

new properties are built to the highest specfication - a cornerstone of the NHBC’s

work to improve newbuild quality.  

But one of the continuing challenges to the NHBC and its Buildmark Warranty is

pitched roofing defects. Figures show that pitched roof claims cost £20.4m,

accounting for 28% of the NHBC’s annual £73 million claims spend, while

general roof-related problems comprise 39.43% of all claim issues raised

(according to the 2011/2012 annual review).

The NHBC is working closely with leading manufacturers and contractors to

overcome these costly issues. The Manufacturers and Contractors Panel meets to

discuss challenges and solutions in pitched roofing which then becomes part of

the Standards Chapter, subsequently issued to the industry.  But what are the

issues? 

Not only is the ever-changing British weather a challenge to modern roofing, it is

the mix and match approach to products used: in terms of specification for tiles,

accessories and fittings, that frequently cause a problem. 

Would you buy a car with a range of different parts, some branded and some not,

and different parts actually designed and manufactured for a completely different

make of car?   That is the challenge that the roofing industry faces.  How can you

guarantee a product with different components supplied by different

manufacturers that are expected to work together seamlessly on the roof and be

guaranteed too?

Guarantees give the specifier added reassurance and are essential to a product’s

success.  How can we be confident as an industry about our products unless we

guarantee them?   In law, a guarantee is an agreement given, without any extra

charge, to repair, replace or refund goods which do not

meet the specifications set out in the guarantee. This is in

contrast to a warranty, which is an insurance policy

providing cover for the unexpected failure or breakdown of

goods, usually after the manufacturer or trader's guarantee

has run out.

We as an industry need to continue to work closely

together.  We all know the total cost to our sector is

probably much more that the NHBC figures.   Roofing

contractors are often disproportionately blamed for many

of these problems. In fact, it is estimated that only about

25-30% of the problems uncovered annually are

workmanship based, and much of the remaining 70-75%

can be designed out by the use of dry-fix systems, correct

detailing, or resolved through better coordination of the

trades (e.g. fascia board heights). 

Mixing Products

If we seriously want to cut down on defective roofs it is

not good practice to mix products.  Our products, like

many other leading manufacturers are designed and tested

for use in combination with each other.  It is a condition

of our RussSpec guarantee, for example, that specification

is followed in detailed accordance with the fixing

specification.  Products must be installed using normal

standards of good workmanship and should meet the

requirements of the British Standards for slating and tiling

(BS 5534 and BS 8000-Part 6).  The substitution of our

components with other products at any stage of

construction invalidates this guarantee.   

So warranties as a whole need to be addressed both in

terms of specification and in the combinations  of different

manufacturers’ products – a challenge our industry has to

tackle head on and work closely with NHBC to overcome.  

We look forward to meeting with the Manufacturers and

Contractors Panel again in the New Year to see if we can

continue to work together to resolve this issue and reduce

pitched roofing claims on the 250,000 new homes

currently needed each year just to keep up with demand.  

Russell Roof Tiles are one of the UK’s
leading independent manufacturers of
roof tiles and fittings delivering a
growing range of innovative leading
edge products for house builders and
commercial projects. For further
information see
www.russellrooftiles.com, telephone
01283 517070 and follow
@Russellrooftile.

Why Do Pitched Roofs Fail? 
And What Can We Do About It?

Mark Parsons, Commercial Technical Manager at Russell Roof Tiles

http://www.russellrooftiles.com
http://www.fall-arrest.eu/


Flat Roofs

Existing flat roofs and gutters are often subjected to

standing water, or ponding, especially following heavy

rain. The general assumption is that as a waterproofing

system is designed to prevent water ingress, standing

water will not be an issue. The reality can however be

different as the long-term interaction with water means

that ‘hydrolysis’ becomes a factor. 

Put simply, hydrolysis is the decomposition of

substances by water into their primary products. If the

substance in question is a waterproofing system,

clearly this is an issue for the long-term integrity of the

waterproofing of the structure. 

In roofing applications, there are numerous reasons to

avoid standing water, ranging from loading to slip

hazards, and for inverted applications in particular, the

thermal performance of the construction may be

affected. 

Clearly, given the reality of refurbishment, standing

water and ponding cannot always be avoided and in

these applications, specifiers and users need to ensure that the selected waterproofing

system is fully capable of dealing with any potentially long-term standing water and is

hydrolysis-resistant.

Zero pitch

Notwithstanding the requirements of British Standards, over recent years, the terms ‘zero

pitch’ and ‘completely flat’ have been used in the roof waterproofing industry. By its

nature, designing a roof to be to zero pitch or completely flat creates an increased risk of

standing water, and even with roofs designed to a fall of 1:80 or greater, the likelihood

can often be that the ‘as built’ roof construction, or parts of the roof, may hold water.

If this is the case, the designer needs to ensure that the waterproofing system is suitable

and that any guarantee will not be invalidated due to a lack of falls, or the presence of

standing water. 

Submerged waterproofing

Due to their nature, gutters are continually submerged in water, and this is also the case

in non-roofing applications such as water features, fountains, cascades and ponds. The

result of this can be significant long-term water loss and a lack of protection to the

substrate or underlying structure. Should the need arise to retrospectively fully waterproof

these areas, the waterproofing solution needs a number of specific properties to deal

with the extreme conditions, including:

n The ability to deal with moisture from within the existing substrate

n High levels of adhesion to the substrate

n Exceptionally fast rainproof and curing times with ideally single-layer application 

to minimise down time and risk

n The ability to seamlessly waterproof complex shapes and details

n Non-toxic and fully resistant to water treatment chemicals

n High levels of impact and puncture resistance should the area be trafficked

n Dynamic crack bridging and suitability for extremes of temperature

n And of course, exceptional hydrolysis resistance.

Is Ponding Really a Problem for
Flat Roofs? Paul Barker, technical manager at Triflex UK, discusses the issues of

standing water on flat roofs and submerged waterproofing.

ROOFING SYSTEMS

For more information: 

please call: 01327 704778    |    email: enquiries@langley.co.uk    |    or visit: www.langley.co.uk

Langley has a proud history of combining technically sound roofi ng systems 
with unrivalled expertise and high-quality workmanship. Whether a design 
is straightforward or specialist, we take great pride in our ability to provide 
an end-to-end approach to each project, from initial consultation and 
design through fi nal installation and after sales care. With our reputation 
cemented over fi ve decades, we’re the roofi ng specialist both specifi ers and 
contractors choose to work with, again and again.

Built-up Roofi ngPhotovoltaic Solutions

Flat-to-Pitched

Green Roofi ng

Liquid Roofi ng

Polymer Modifi ed Asphalt

LANGLEY ROOFING SYSTEMS

THE ONLY 
ROOFING PARTNER 
YOU NEED

DELIVERING ROOFING EXCELLENCE
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The demands of new build applications may be

similar, although the structures to be waterproofed

may be less robust with higher potential for

movement.

Cold liquid applied technology

Seamless, cold liquid applied resins or liquid plastics

have proven themselves as problem solvers in the

construction industry for more than 30 years and can

provide an effective method for waterproofing

submerged applications or areas subject to standing

water. With many systems demonstrating proven

performance in excess of 25 years and millions of

square meters already laid, cold liquid applied

waterproofing is the solution of choice for the

increasingly complex UK roofing industry. 

Liquid applied waterproofing systems not only meet

all the required criteria necessary in handling these

often difficult waterproofing applications, they also

provide a cost effective method of dealing with

everything from a completely flat roof to a duck pond.

For more than 30 years, Triflex UK has been a

European specialist in the manufacture of cold liquid

applied waterproofing, surfacing and protection

systems. Triflex offers a range of liquid applied roof

waterproofing systems, as well as waterproofing and

surfacing solutions for car parks, walkways, balconies

and terraces. 

Responsible for the technical team within Triflex UK,
Paul Barker has been with the company for more than
18 years and has been instrumental in the
development of the Triflex range of solutions. 

For further information contact 01785 819119 or visit
www.triflex.co.uk

mailto:enquiries@langley.co.uk
http://www.langley.co.uk
http://www.triflex.co.uk
www.langley.co.uk


One Coat Instant Waterproofing!

Cromapol 
Will Waterproof instantly, even while wet, and

will not wash off while curing.

Just one coat needed without use of a primer

Available in Grey, Black and Clear

5kg & 20kg Tins

To get 15% off Enter code XX15XX

Expires 28/02/2014

Available online at
www.roofingsupplies4u.co.uk

Or call on 0844 335 8890

Single Ply
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There is a widespread misunderstanding that single ply roofing

membranes are the answer to all roofing refurbishment problems;

that they can withstand all sorts of detrimental occurrences and

that they will still perform.

Firstly, the fallacy that single ply membranes can sit in ponding

water over an indefinite period is a misconception. (Ponding

water is usually defined as water that remains on a roof for 48

hours or more after rain has ceased.) Established good practice

that flat roofs should never sit in ponding water for extended

periods still holds true. 

I recently inspected a roof on a converted Mill. The original roof

was reinforced concrete which had been insulated then covered

by a Firestone single ply membrane. 

The amount of water on the roof was beyond belief. (See picture

below) At one visit, 90% of the roof area was covered in water, 50

- 60mm at its deepest. Even when the roof had not received any

rain for several days, the areas of ponding water were over 30mm

deep. This continued incidence of ponding water and its effects

can be detrimental.

The known adverse effects of ponding water in roofs include:

Deformation of the roof structure

The weight of regularly ponding water can cause long-lasting

problems. It can substantially increase the load on roof areas and cause

deflection, meaning the roof’s structural integrity becomes compromised.

Penetration damage 

Even a small puncture or tear in a membrane can lead to the ingress of moisture

to the underside of the membrane. This would not only reduce the thermal

efficiency of the insulation beneath, but could also permeate any original roof

covering. This was the case in the Mill, where inspections revealed that water

ingress had penetrated the original, defective asphalt. Unchecked, the

consequences could be dire as the reinforcing bars within the roof can expand

and blow the roof concrete.

Freeze / thaw cycles 

Where the ponding water on a roof freezes then thaws, and then perhaps freezes

again, the range of temperatures and consequent expansion and contraction of

the water can have an adverse affect, particularly where adhesive seams are

evident. In the particular case of the Firestone membrane, this phenomenon

could give rise to failure of the sealed joints. On the Firestone system

most of the abutment joints are covered using standard patch detail

and these can become detached during the freeze / thaw cycles. See

right below

Algae and vegetation 

Algae and vegetation is a big concern linked to ponding

water. At the converted Mill, there was evidence of algae

in the ponding areas of up to 10mm thickness. If algae is

disturbed it can enter drainage systems causing a

blockage. For internal drainage systems this could be

quite detrimental to the whole building by causing water

ingress internally.

Reduced lifespan 

Any long term ponding water can severely curtail the

performance of the membrane, particularly any welded or

adhesive joints, due in the main to ultraviolet radiation.

Whilst it is accepted that there are a number of

manufacturers who would argue that their products will

perform regardless, one must bear in mind that these roofs

are expected to perform for 30, 40, 50 years without

trouble. That is a long time for a product to sit in ponding

water continually and not deteriorate in the slightest.

Ingress leading to internal fabric damage

At certain times of year the ponding water will dissipate naturally due

to the heat generated by the sun. However, in the UK, for 8 - 9 months

of the year this would not be likely.

A puncture in the membrane below ponding water is not always

easily detected. The consequence then, of moisture being drawn

through the membrane through a tear or a hole, bypassing

the insulation, and then entering the roof deck, be it in

timber or reinforced concrete, can be serious. The level of

ingress that could ensue could literally amount to gallons

and gallons of water passing through into the main

structure of the roof.

Physical damage

Another issue I’ve encountered is where contractors other

than roofers (I presume roofers know better), drag, drop and

throw things against a membrane surface presuming that

no damage will occur as the membrane is thought

indestructible.

As shown in picture left, it is quite incredulous that this

tear in the Mill’s roof membrane - at over 125mm long -

could have occurred accidently. It appears to me that it

was caused by a Stanley knife or other blade. All trades

who pass over any single ply membrane roof need to know

that these roofs are certainly not invulnerable and will not

perform effectively if misused. 

Indeed, I would advise that if foot traffic or any plant or

materials are taken onto the roof the operation should be

carefully monitored. 

Finally, roofing contractors should apply the same longstanding good

practice to laying single ply membranes as they would to any other roof:

prepare your falls properly, ensure rainwater outlets are set at the lowest

points, and avoid ponding water.

Don Waterworth is a building surveyor and engineer in private practice. He
regularly acts as an expert witness providing evidence to the Courts in cases of
disputes involving building works. He is also Principal of Top 100 Trades Ltd.
www.top100tradeslimited.com.

Single Ply Membranes Are Not Indestructible
Don Waterworth

To coincide with the launch of BBA-approved
Polyshield 15, for use as part of a two-coat
reinforced built-up system, Britannia has
opened a specialist training centre at its
Middlewich headquarters. 

The Training Centre will provide training
under the LRWA Special Apprenticeship
Programme and also Polyshield 15 
Approved Contractor training.

BRITANNIA LAUNCH NEW
POLYSHIELD 15 AND OPEN
SPECIALIST TRAINING CENTRE

BRITANNIA PAINTS LIMITED 
Unit 7/8 King Street Trading Estate, Middlewich, Cheshire CW10 9LF 

T: 01606 834015  F: 01606 837006 

E: sales@britanniapaints.co.uk  www.britanniapaints.co.uk 

A roof coating system with a watertight

guarantee, a training centre committed to

the highest professional standards 

15
15-YEAR PRODUCT

GUARANTEE

A PART TIME MANAGER IS NOW REQUIRED FOR THE

TRAINING CENTRE. PLEASE WRITE, PHONE OR EMAIL.
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Span up to 40m...
arched or domed structure...
lightweight...
easy to install...
minimal bracing requirement ... Layher Keder XL

Layher Limited
Works Road, Letchworth, Herts SG6 1WL  Tel. 01462 475 100  Fax. 01462 475 101
Letham Road, Houstoun Ind Est., Livingston, West Lothian EH54 5BY  Tel. 01506 440220  Fax. 01506 440110
North Point Business Park, Selby Road, Eggborough DN14 0LX

info@layher.co.uk  www.layher.co.uk

VGS-L 10Approved Training Provider 07 PZ-8.22.64 and Z-8-22-64.1

HIRE & SALES   EQUIPMENT   DESIGN   SUPPORT   EXPERIENCE   VERSATILITY   EXPERTISE

 Layher Keder XL
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mailto:info@layher.co.uk
http://www.layher.co.uk
www.layher.co.uk
www.leadsheet.co.uk/e-courses
www.rainclear.co.uk
www.safesite.co.uk
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SPRA

SPRA’s Technical Director, Jim
Hooker rounds up the year.SPRA Column

Work on Mutual Objectives To Raise Roofing Standards 

Over the past year SPRA and the National Federation of Roofing

Contractors (NFRC) have held discussions on a common strategy that the

UK roofing industry should be speaking as one to government and other

strategic bodies.

This has led to both organisations co-operating to agree:

n Recognition of the SPRA as the sole authority for polymeric single ply 

roofing membranes.

n Recognition of the NFRC  as the sole authority for general roofing 

contracting excellence and of other roofing technologies through the 

NFRC Associates Advisory Group i.e. roof tiles and slates, metal 

roofing and cladding, bituminous membranes, liquid waterproofing and

daylight systems and plastics.

n Collaborative representation at higher industry level with the 

Construction Products Association (CPA) and the National Specialist 

Contractors Council (NSCC).

n Joint recruitment campaign for new members to both Associations 

over the next 18 months.

James Talman, CEO of SPRA said, “We are delighted to have reached this

agreement with the NFRC , which enables us to continue to build on our

objectives for growth of our sector, whilst at the same time working

closely with the NFRC in building a UK roofing authority of excellence

and progression. “

Ray Horwood, NFRC Chief Executive commented, “The driver in all we do

is to strengthen the roofing industry and support our members. The closer

working between the two organisations is both sensible and logical in

ensuring, both internally and externally, that the industry is seen as

synonymous with quality contactors using quality products.”

Co-operation this year between the two Associations has already yielded

tangible results. Achievements include

n The promotion of the one standard on single ply to specifiers and 

contractors

n Joint recruitment to both bodies

n The production of an e-learning module on single ply, shortly to be 

released

n SPRA’s participation on the NFRC’s Associates Advisory Group

n Collaboration  at the recent Skills Show at the NEC (see image)

SPRA Design Guide 

This year has also seen the SPRA publishing the 2013 edition of its highly

respected ‘Design Guide to Single Ply Roofing’. Available for free

download from www.spra.co.uk, this concise and authoritative 42-page

booklet is the industry standard for the growing single ply sector. It

provides the parties to a contract with essential information which, if

followed, will ensure a successful project:

n For clients: a checklist of performance characteristics that should

be considered in a brief to the designer, such as service life; 

thermal, acoustic and fire performance; safe access; appearance; 

sustainability and low-carbon.

n For designers: the means to achieve a stated performance, 

including drainage design; features of different roof 

configurations; thermal design and detailing. There is also 

comprehensive reference to materials used in single ply roofing 

systems.

n For general contractors: the essentials of sound installation and 

key considerations for reduced risk.

The Guide is the hub of a wider set of specific SPRA publications,

all of which are hyperlinked and freely available, including Guides to

wind loading, drainage, integrity-

testing and more; Quality Standards

for insulation, fasteners and roof-top

accessories; a Membrane Product

Evaluation Checklist for assessing

single ply membrane products and a

Site Certification Checklist. 

Additionally published this year was

revised guidance on attachment of

adhered membranes, limitations of

use of cement-bonded particle board,

and details for balconies.

Winner of the SPRA/NFRC Skillbuild 2013 Competition
Jake Heath of Advanced Roofing (who receives a cheque for £500 and entry into
the World Championship for Young Roofers), pictured with James Talman SPRA’s
CEO,  NFRC Vice President Andrew Turnbull and Skillbuild judge, Brian
McDonnell of Sika Sarnafil.

http://www.spra.co.uk
www.afi-trading.co.uk
http://www.afi-training.co.uk/
http://www.dach-holz.de/
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Event Preview

2010/31EU – this seemingly harmless sequence of numbers and letters is the designation

of the latest European Union Energy Performance of Buildings directive, also known as

EnEV 2014. 

The roofing industry is reacting to these revised requirements with a range of new

thermal roof insulation products which exhibitors will be showing at the ROOF+TIMBER

International trade show in Cologne, Germany in February 2013.

Of the more than 550 exhibitors from 26 countries attending, 170 will be offering flat and

pitched roof solutions. 

Three of ROO+TIMBER’s four exhibition halls are dedicated to roofing. Hall 6 is all about

pitched roofs, roof sheeting and metal roofing. Hall 8 is devoted to metalworking, fall

protection and scaffolding. Suppliers of flat roofs, facades and drainage systems can be

found in Hall 9. 

One company which is a regular exhibitor at ROOF+TIMBER is the flat-roof system

manufacturer alwitra (Hall 9, Stand 302). 

“This is the number-one trade fair in Europe for the roofing and timber industry. We

always enjoy the direct contact it gives us with specialists in the building trade. We will

also be making the most of our stand in Cologne to launch numerous new products,”

explains Joachim Gussner, owner of alwitra. One new products on show is the Evalistic

roof-sheeting and sealing system with integrated fire-protection, designed to be stuck

directly to uncoated EPS hard foam panels. 

Rathscheck Schiefer will be presenting a new above-rafter roofing solution (Hall 6, Stand

502) for use with pitched roofs. ThermoSklent D not only fulfils the requirements of EnEV

2014, but it can also be covered over with nail or screw-fit, 22-millimetre-thick wooden

composite panels. 

Paul Bauder (Hall 6, Stand 520) is another company using ROOF+TIMBER to launch new

products onto the market. All designed to comply with EnEV 2014 this Stuttgart company

will be displaying insulating elements for pitched and flat roofs made of high-performance

rigid polyurethane foam material, with thicknesses of up to 240 millimetres, which comply

with the passive house standard. 

The new iso metal construction sealing system from ISO-Chemie GmbH (Hall 7, Stand

129 A) also satisfies the requirements of EnEV 2014. These sealing strips and profile fillers

are used in all types of joint constructions in lightweight metal buildings. They are

suitable for all roof and wall structures employing steel cassette profiles and sandwich

elements. 

Wienerberger (Hall 6, Stand 309) has two new tile solutions at Cologne this year. EnEV

2014  compliant they promise greater flexibility to roofers and save clients the

considerable cost of preparing the substructure, thanks to the large sliding range of the

head fold of both the Plano 11 (approx. 20 mm) and Alegra 12 (approx. 30 mm). Both

products are available with eaves-side termination. 

Monier Braas GmbH (Hall 6, Stand 510) will be exhibiting its range of roofing tiles,

including its new Achat 10V hollow-fold tiles. With an adjustment range of up to 30mm in

coverage length and a weight of 3.9 kg, these tiles are suitable for use on large-area roof

surfaces. Eleven tiles can cover one square metre of roof surface. 

Roofers, architects and surveyors can obtain information about the new daylight element

from Lamilux GmbH (Hall 9, Stand 309).  FEenergysave+ is the first rooflight to fulfil the

stringent passive-house requirements for cold climatic regions, such as Scandinavia, say

the manufacturers. A decisive criterion for awarding this certification was that it

displayed a heat transition coefficient of below 0.80 W/(m²K). 

The new product from Velux (Hall 6, Stands 224 and

324) will thrill children and ensure their sweet

dreams. In addition to its skylight window range for

pitched and flat roofs, the company now offers a range

of sun-shade products designed for children's

bedrooms in association with the Disney group, and

displays popular characters like Bambi, Mickey

Mouse or Baloo the Bear. 

Facts in a FlashFacts in a Flash

When: 18-21 Feb 2014

Where: Cologne Exhibition Centre, Germany. 3

dedicated roofing halls.

Opening times: daily 9 am – 6 pm

What: Specialist trade fair. Roof+Timber (Dach +

Holz) International is for the international

roofing and timber construction industry. 170

specialist roofing exhibitors.

Rotation: every 2 years between Stuttgart and

Cologne. First event: 1957. 

Product range: Roofs, walls, metal, sealing, timber

construction, energy-efficiency, retrofitting,

scaffolding, working at height.              

Target Visitors: Roofers, metal roofers, architects

and planners, housing associations,

developers, private owners, specialised trades,

scaffolders, roller shutter and blind producers,

landscapers, investors, public authorities          

Partner: Central Federation for the German Roofing

Trade

Languages: All European languages. English widely

spoken on stands

Previously: 2011: 601 exhibitors from 26 countries,

55,800 visitors, 70K m2 floor space.

Almost 90% of visitors said they were very satisfied

with the show and gave the top rating of good-

very good.

ROOF+TIMBER Cologne to Offer Latest

Energy Performance Roof Solutions

ROOF+TIMBER

www.tapcoslate.com
www.flir.com
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The old saying "spend the money on the roof” is a favourite piece of advice

amongst architects, and it is certainly true when you’re working out the whole

life costs for a building. For roofs of all types and ages, statistics show that

around 25% have faults of varying degrees of seriousness; with even the least

serious having the potential for eventual failure. With this in mind, it is vital to

carefully consider the options available and speak to specialists for guidance at

early design stage.

Having specialised in flat roofing membranes since the early 60s, Langley

Waterproofing has seen a number of roofing solutions rise and fall in popularity as

technology and working methods evolve. Over the past decade, in particular, there

have been substantial improvements in flat roof technology.  However, there are

still many buildings suffering as a result of poor design at their inception; with

failing internal drainage or cavity wall insulation placing greater emphasis on

selecting a roofing system capable of offsetting these issues. It is for this reason

that we sometimes consider whether a flat to pitched (FTP) roofing system

conversion is a cost effective option for clients’ projects.

The roofs we convert are typically low rise social housing blocks or schools

dating from the 60’s and 70’s, many of which have failing internal drainage

systems. The resulting intrusive refurbishment required to replace corroded

internal cast iron drainage systems can be very costly, especially when the

removal of asbestos containing materials synonymous with this type of

refurbishment is considered, along with the possible need to temporarily relocate

occupiers.

So it is worth looking at an alternative solution to drain the building externally

and overcome the need for intrusive refurbishment, whilst delivering a long-term

waterproofing solution. A well designed FTP conversion

can last for the lifespan of a building, whereas there is the

likelihood that a well designed BUR flat roof system may

require renewal within the same time frame.  

FTP conversions offer many benefits, not least that they

tend to provide minimal disruption to occupants during

installation but also allow for insulation to be upgraded at

anytime by simply adding extra insulation to the newly

created roof void.

Considering the materials for FTP conversion is important

as you are adding a proposed load to an established roof.

Therefore ensuring that the products are light-weight, in

particular selecting aluminium framing, is key. However,

with such light structures, wind uplift becomes a more

pressing issue so restraining straps, additional ties and

fixings to the wall may be required. 

Building Regulation applications are also required when

erecting a lighter (or heavier) load when any roof is

constructed, so it may be worth running your plans by a

specialist who can check that the weights of the roof

coverings, eaves and ridge size and insulation levels all

comply with current regulations. 

When advising our clients, the product finish we

recommend depends on what the planners are looking for,

ensuring that each FTP roofing solution complies with

regulations and that the finished design fits in with the

surroundings. My best advice is if you can’t tell the roof

has been converted from flat to pitched roofing then it’s a

job well done!

An in-depth knowledge of the building regulations and the

relevant parts applicable is the most important factor in the

delivery of a successful FTP conversion.  From my

experience, issues most commonly occur when bringing

together the various component parts from different

suppliers or manufacturers, which can lead to a breakdown

in synergy between the products and design. 

Everything must to fit together seamlessly to ensure water

tightness and longevity; this is where working with one

specialist is a great advantage for running a tight ship,

understanding all aspects of the technical and building

requirements and making sure the project is completed on

time and to budget.

If you’re considering a FTP conversion it’s worth seeking

advice from the experts at the outset and considering a

highly specialist roofing supplier which can actually take

care of the entire project from start to finish – from early

drawings and planning to budgets, engineering, building

control and installation through to after sales support.  

When Should You Convert Flat to
Pitched Roofs?
When refurbishing a flat roof the consideration for drainage must
feature in selecting a roofing solution. Here, Paul Leadley, Special
Projects Manager at Langley Waterproofing Systems Limited,
discusses the benefits of making the conversion to pitched when
internal drainage systems are failing, and the technical aspects that
specifiers need to consider.

Enquiry 4

Enquiry 20

www.hertalan.co.uk
www.shorguard.co.uk
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2013 has certainly been a turbulent year for the UK insulation industry, in which

many businesses have been buffeted by the political whims of government.  From

the self proclaimed ‘greenest government ever’ proudly launching its Green Deal

scheme back in January, to David Cameron’s seeming reversal on his pre-election

promises, the lack of clarity has left many in the industry feeling frustrated at the

mishandling of what could be a significant market opportunity for all.

That’s not to say that the Green Deal and Energy Company Obligation (ECO) are

dead in the water quite yet, but before we look to the future let us first cast our

eyes back over the events of the year.  

Launched in January, the Coalition government’s flagship energy efficiency

scheme, the Green Deal, was heralded as the most innovative retrofit programme

the UK has seen since World War Two.  Many organisations however – Knauf

Insulation included – highlighted very grave concerns about the design and

implementation of the initiative, with the focus on solid wall properties seeming

set to push the cavity wall and loft insulation market over a cliff edge.

Figures attributed to the Cavity Insulation Guarantee Agency at the end of the

first quarter of 2013 certainly leant weight to this argument, revealing that cavity

wall installations fell 97% in April 2013 compared with the same month last year.

The figures showed that 1,138 installations were completed in that period, down

from 49,650 in April 2012

In the meantime, take up of the Green Deal itself has been painfully slow, with

plans trickling in at a snail’s pace – indeed it took until August

before the first Green Deal went fully live (i.e. measures installed

and repayments being made via the property’s energy bills.)  Eight

months from launch to first installation is slow progress in

anyone’s book, particularly for a programme that set out to tackle

14 million homes by 2020.

The scheme was dealt another blow in July when a legal challenge

against the Government’s decision to scrap the widely supported

introduction of ‘consequential improvements’ to Part L was

overruled.  The plans would have forced homeowners to upgrade

the energy performance of their buildings when making other

significant improvements – giving the Green Deal a boost by more

than 2 million properties.

Most recently, however, the ECO has been hitting the headlines,

with the Big Six energy companies calling for more time to

discharge their duties under the scheme.  What’s more, the future

of ECO was thrown into even further doubt in November when

David Cameron announced that he would be reviewing all ‘green

levies’ in a bid to reduce consumer energy bills. 

Needless to say, the insulation industry reacted vocally about the

very serious need to preserve ECO in order to drive the market

forwards.  Figures released by the Association for the Conservation

of Energy warned that 30,000 jobs would be at risk if ECO were to

be scrapped.  What’s more, the Department of Energy and Climate

Change’s own statistics released in November showed that ECO has

delivered more than 300,000 measures since its launch at the start of the

year – figures that dwarf the measly 211 live Green Deals.  

In the Chancellor’s Autumn Statement at the start of December, the

Government confirmed that it would cut the cost of ECO by cutting the

carbon reduction obligation and giving the energy companies an additional

two years in which to fulfil their responsibilities under the scheme.  The

changes are part of a package designed to save the average household £50

per year on its energy bills.  However, as many experts have pointed out,

this ‘saving’ comes at a heavy cost for the insulation industry, with

thousands of jobs put in jeopardy thanks to the shifting timescales.  What’s

more, the £50 saving is at the mercy of rising wholesale gas prices –

making it a reduction in costs for this year and this year alone.

Leaving the problems with the retrofit market to one side, the Government

has also come under fire for its approach to legislative changes for new

homes.  Not only are the revisions to Part L now coming into effect in April

2014 – a full 6 months later than previously expected – the changes fall

short of the improvements laid out in the initial consultation.  

Although the commitment to a ‘fabric first’ approach has broadly been

upheld, the energy efficiency standards for new homes have been scaled

back to just 6% above the 2010 regulations, not the 8% increase

recommended in the original consultation.  For non-domestic properties,

the U-turn is even more drastic, with the figures slashed from a 20%

improvement to just 9% (again compared to 2010 standards.)  While the

Vacillation and Trepidation
John Sinfield, Managing Director of Knauf Insulation Northern Europe, here
assesses how the year developed for the UK insulation industry in 2013 and what
the future might hold as we begin the New Year.

Government maintains that it is still on track for zero carbon homes by

2016, these delays and setbacks are certainly making that path harder to

navigate.

There’s no denying that 2013 has been tough for the insulation industry

and as we wait for further clarity on the future of green levies the outlook

for 2014 remains somewhat gloomy.  So how can David Cameron and his

less than green colleagues turn this situation around? Critically, if the

Government is to stand any chance of meeting its carbon reduction

commitments, decisive action needs to be taken to improve the efficiency

of ALL the UK’s housing stock, both new build and refurbishment.  

For ECO, this could be achieved by giving the supply chain better

visibility of demand, by ensuring consistency of compliance across the Big

Six energy companies and by reviewing the measures available.  This

needs to be supported by the swift introduction of significant demand

drivers, such as linking Stamp Duty to energy efficiency performance, in

order to drive ECO and the Green Deal forwards.  The Chancellor appears

to have taken the first step towards embedding a value for more energy

efficient homes through the announcement of grants for new home owners

– although, as with all other announcements, the devil will be in the

detail.

Knauf Insulation is a UK manufacturer of insulation products offering a broad
range of insulation solutions to meet the increasing demand for energy
efficiency, fire resistance and acoustic performance.   Knauf Insulation is part
of the German family-owned Knauf Group. 

For more information please visit www.knaufinsulation.co.uk.

Encon Pioneers Paperless Trading 

Distribution giant the Encon Group has launched
what is believed to be the most sophisticated
etrade tool in the industry to date.  etrade24-7
attracted over 100 registrations from specialist
insulation and interiors sub-contractors in its first
week of launch alone, with further enhancements
due later this year and demand expected to
continue to grow.  The free online customer service
portal was two years in research and development
after surveys and feedback revealed customers
wanted 24-7 access to their accounts with Encon
Insulation and specialist distributor of interior
building products Nevill Long.  The concept was
then trialled over several months with customers
including CGB Humbertherm and phase 1 "My
Account" and "My Orders" - now launched directly
and via website video to the market, with phase 2
"My Products/Ordering Online" due for roll-out later
this year.  Encon believe it can benefit all
customers who want to work more flexibly with
their distribution partner to reflect the fact that
business is rarely 9-5 these days.  "My Account"
gives detailed information on past transactions and
payments, live statements and downloadable copy
invoices and credit notes. "My Orders" enables
reviewing of live orders and managing deliveries;
and reviewing and analysing past orders.  For more
information on etrade24-7 please view the 90-
second video on www.encon.co.uk/etrade24-7 or
www.nevilllong.co.uk/etrade24-7.

Enquiry 34

NEW Paslode NailScrews 
Following on from the launch of their successful
Lithium tool range, Paslode have introduced a
brand new NailScrew range, designed for use with
the IM360Ci Lithium tool. The Paslode NailScrew
is a new innovation from the Paslode team,
providing the end user the ability to fire a
performance nail that can later be removed and
even re-inserted.  Available in two finishes
(ElectroGalv and Stainless Steel). The NailScrews
are Eurocode 5 approved and meet CE marking
requirements, guaranteeing the highest standards
of safety in use.  Ideal for applications where
access may be required after fixing, such as
cladding or decking, and for temporary fixings like
hoardings, Paslode NailScrews can be removed
and re-fixed without performance being
compromised. They are six times faster to install
than standard wood screws, saving on time,
labour and material costs. The Torx drive head is
designed to allow for more power under screwing
with no cam-out, the head design itself does not
damage on insertion providing the perfect result
for an improved aesthetic finish.   If you would
like further information about Paslode NailScrews,
or the New Paslode Lithium range, please contact
ITW Construction Products Customer Services on
0800 652 9260. 

Enquiry 35

Beautiful Brindle for Beaufield

Homes

Redland’s Rosemary Heather Brindle was the tile
of choice for 1 of three houses being built on
Leatherhead Road, Oxshott by Beaufield Homes.
The Heather Brindle tile was specified by Beaufield
Homes for its distinct purple colour as they wanted
to create “a strikingly attractive roof which works
in harmony not only with the brickwork of the
house but also with the surrounding properties”.
The purple hue offers a beautifully distinguished
look, whilst the orange sanded finish aligns itself
with the inclusive aesthetic of the area.
Leatherhead Road boasts stunning high-end
properties and this was no exception. Being a
Beaufield Homes property, it was designed to
meet the requirements of the more premium
market.  Operating at the upper end of the
property market, superior quality was at the
forefront in the design decision making process.
Along with all of the tiles in the Rosemary range,
Heather Brindle is produced from the finest clays
and when used as part of a Redland SpecMaster
specification, the completed roof will qualify for a
fifteen year design liability guarantee. All of
Redland’s roofing systems comply with British
Standards and Building Regulations meaning they
will stand the test of time. 

Enquiry 40
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ABS Safety GmbH is expert in developing, planning and installing state-of-the-art fall arrest

solutions. The owner-managed company was founded in 2003 and is now one of the leading

suppliers of fall arrest and lifeline systems in Germany and Europe. 

Tottenham Hotspur FC’s training ground, St. George’s Wharf and the Neo Bankside in

London, the Allianz Arena in Munich and the Airbus halls in Hamburg are among the

numerous high-profile objects now benefitting from ABS Safety solutions. 

Supports that buckle to reduce the force of a fall

Although fall arrest systems considerably improve general safety conditions in the

workplace, they are often expensive,

difficult to install and complicated to use. 

ABS Safety's innovative fall arrest

systems, however, prove just the contrary.

The products are unique in their

ingeniously simple operation. The

patented anchorage point supports are

manufactured from flexible steel. In the

case of a fall, the supports buckle - greatly

reducing the ensuing force. Compared to

other systems the easy operation and

installation, high safety levels and low

costs are big advantages. 

Achieving functional simplicity, however,

requires maximum know-how during the development and production phases. Being able to

exactly determine the force absorption level of an ABS Safety system is based on precise

calculations, extensive practical tests, high-quality materials and state-of-the-art finishing

techniques.

Customized solutions at the ready 

ABS Safety systems can be implemented in a wide range of applications, including roofs,

windows, facades, machines, crane ways and train, bus and plane maintenance halls. 

The specialists from the Lower Rhine region offer customized solutions for numerous

applications. The low material thickness of many surfaces poses a challenge, which ABS

Safety counters with solutions for wooden surfaces starting at 18mm - or a mere 0.5mm in

the case of metal - solutions which guarantee adequate protection. Mobile deadweight

anchors are also available. Their own weight firmly secures them in place – rendering

penetration of the roof membrane superfluous.

ABS Safety also supplies an anchorage point

which can be simply welded onto a bitumen or

synthetic foil membrane surface.

The product portfolio also includes particularly

lightweight 6mm lifelines (half the weight of an

8mm system) which are easy to hook up and

considerably reduce installation times.

Tested quality all round 

Although the solutions are simple in design,

quality and safety remain top priority at ABS

Safety.  

All products comply with the latest international

standards and generally achieve test results far

surpassing the legal requirements. Products are

meticulously tested at the company's own

cutting-edge test centre. No compromises are

made when it comes to the materials processed:

to ensure that their fall arrest systems are best

protected against corrosion, ABS Safety makes

exclusive use of stainless steel - shunning

galvanized metals.

At ABS Safety a creative research and

development team constantly strives to improve

existing fall arrest solutions – and to develop

new, innovative products which contribute to

making working at heights safer than ever before.

Your one-stop partner - made in Germany

Today, ABS Safety is much more

than just a producer of some

innovative products - the

company has grown to become a

service provider with a highly

diversified product range. 

Practical safety systems offering

protection and flexible installation

options on concrete, steel,

metallic and wooden surfaces, are

not only designed, produced and

installed by ABS Safety; their

service portfolio also includes

monitoring compliance with the

latest standards and training external personnel

as certified maintenance staff. 

This comprehensive range of products and

services is the reason for ABS Safety's continued

growth during the past decade: in 2012, the

office space at their site in the Lower Rhine

region was doubled to 800m2, with 1200 palette

storage slots. The workshop and production halls

have also seen a massive increase. 

All these factors guarantee fast delivery from the

modern facility located just 315 miles south east

of London. 

ABS Safety Provides Efficient Fall Arrest
Solutions – ‘Made in Germany’

Advertising Feature

Modern production facilities at ABS Safety in Germany."

"Fall arrest systems from Germany: 6mm cabling system including traversable corner units
by ABS Safety."

Enquiry 15

Industrial Roofing

The complexities of

multi-sourcing

materials and

coordinating

deliveries from multi

suppliers that are

required for some

industrial roof and

wall cladding

projects can be vast.

Plus, there’s the

responsibility now

placed upon specialist roof and wall cladding contractors for performance,

longevity and quality of materials used, and durability of the metal systems

they install. Hence, it’s easy to see why those roofing contractors who are

more familiar with domestic pitched and flat roofing projects are loathe to

tackle industrial projects!

Nothing is ever as daunting as it first seems, however, providing you are

aware of the pitfalls. One of the most common mistakes that contractors

make when approaching industrial roofing projects is to self-source all the

components for the structure from a variety of suppliers.  That’s where a

one-stop expert can help.

When contractors embark on an industrial roofing project, they usually have

to deal with a number of suppliers and manufacturers, and often never really

feel confident that all of the products will work together. By choosing a one-

stop integrated solution, contractors will reap the rewards of a cohesive

supply chain that provides peace of mind for all involved. 

Don't be misled into thinking that one-stop integrated distribution experts

also manufacture the components too. They simply don’t; but therein lies

the benefits, as they will have already invested time and energies in

sourcing the best and most competitively priced products suitable for use

on industrial roofing projects and can often deliver these at speed through

local branch networks, as well as guaranteeing continuity of supply. Balance

this against having to source the products yourself and it’s a no brainer. 

Multi-source experts are also more likely to provide tip-top advice and

training, as well as sound technical support. Whether it’s support on

products and accessories, colour and profile matching, or flashing details for

all types of industrial roofing from sheeting, insulation and roof lights, to

fixings and fasteners, your solution is just one phone call away. Plus, the

responsibility for ensuring that applicable components are CE marked

becomes the worry of the supply expert and not you. 

So the moral of the story is to choose a one-stop-shop expert when it comes

to industrial roofing and wall cladding, and let them take the sting out of

the project. Not only will you reap the benefits of an unrivalled product

range from a variety of leading manufacturers, you can park all your worries

and bring peace of mind and added value to your project and to your

customer. 

Ever felt put off when it comes to the complexities of industrial

roofing? 

Over the next few editions, Roofing Today will be exploring industrial

roofing - whether you’re called upon to supply and install individual

industrial roofing components for a one-off project, or whether you

are a specialist roof and wall cladding contractor and are simply

looking for a more cohesive supply chain - industrial roofing will no

longer seem like a minefield.     This is part 1

Testing Your ‘Metal’
Sam Jones, Category Manager SIG Industrial Roofing

Sika Liquid Plastics Crowns Historic
Blackpool Venue

Blackpool’s notorious climate
and the seafront location of its
historic Winter Gardens venue
has resulted in the specification
of a Sika Liquid Plastics
Decaflex roofing system.  A
national treasure since the
opening of its doors in July
1878, the Winter Gardens have
grown and adapted alongside

the seaside resort’s thriving demand for leisure and tourism.
Renowned for its art-deco architecture, the venue has for years
provided an atmospheric setting for performers and audiences
alike.  A total of 400sq m of Decaflex 10 is now keeping the iconic
building safe from the prevailing coastal winds and rain that goes
with its exposed position. The system’s fast curing nature and its
ability to rapidly become resistant to rain damage proved
fundamental during the installation process in this coastal location.
These attributes were welcomed by roofing contractors, Cumbria
Contract Ltd.  During the specification, the Sika Liquid Plastics
Technical Services Team conducted wind uplift calculations. As a
result, the Decaflex 10 system was chosen for its elasticity and
excellent thermal and UV stability and was specified to replace the
existing asphalt roof.  Installed in Dark Grey, the system maintained
the original look and, what’s more, the client received a 10-year
product guarantee. For more information visit
www.liquidplastics.co.uk or call the Enquiry Line on 01772 25978

Enquiry 31

Don’t Worry, Be ‘appy!
Freefoam are delighted to announce the launch of a new catalogue
app. Suitable for smart phones and tablets, it means the entire
Freefoam range including fascia, soffit, rainwater, cladding and
internal panelling systems is now accessible anytime, anywhere.
Developed in response to the continuing rise in mobile usage for
searching and holding information the catalogue app is the ideal
solution allowing customers and installers access to product codes,
dimensions and pack quantities at the touch of a button.  The
Freefoam catalogue app features handy links to www.freefoam.com
to access even more information and the option for users to receive
notifications of new literature so that they always have the latest
information.  Louise Sanderson, UK Marketing Executive explained
“Our catalogue app will be an invaluable tool for all Freefoam
customers and installers. Having the Freefoam range instantly
available on a phone or tablet will make
finding specific products much easier
and quicker.  The app will also be a
useful marketing tool, raising the visibly
of our brand on mobile platforms and
allowing us to promote our range to a
much wider audience.”  For further
information on Freefoam products call
01604 591110 or email
sales@freefoam.com.   Alternatively visit
www.freefoam.com. Enquiry 38

Saint-Gobain PAM Offers a ‘Classical’ Solution 
When it was decided to
restore the dilapidated
Lawhead House in West
Lothian to its former
glory, iron technology
leader Saint-Gobain PAM
UK, part of leading
materials group Saint-
Gobain, provided the
guttering solution through
its cast iron Classical

range.  Lawhead House is a large 19th Century plain harled house
with gabled wings, a slate roof and decorative panels to the front
elevation. Vacant since the 90s, it fell into disrepair and local
planners were given permission for restoration into a single
residential unit in October 2008. Jim Burns of Saint-Gobain PAM UK
comments: “At Saint-Gobain PAM, we were delighted to play a part
in restoring this once splendid property to its former glory. A site
take-off of the guttering requirements was completed and we
identified that a 6 inch x 4 inch moulded gutter from the Classical
range would be the key product. In addition, we designed and
manufactured a number of special angles and nozzles at our Telford
plant.”  Cast iron gutters and downpipes have been manufactured at
Saint-Gobain PAM UK’s Telford facility for over 100 years.  Today,
the company’s Classical range of cast iron traditional half round
gutter and circular downpipe systems is designed in accordance
with BS 460. For more information visit
www.classicalrainwater.com.uk. Enquiry 27

http://www.liquidplastics.co.uk
http://www.freefoam.com
mailto:sales@freefoam.com
http://www.freefoam.com
http://www.classicalrainwater.com.uk
http://www.fall-arrest.eu/
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New for 2014 – NFRC Roofing Pavilion

The National Federation of Roofing Contractors

NFRC will be exhibiting at Ecobuild for the first

time under the CompetentRoofer banner in the

Roofing Pavilion. The focus of the area will be

roofing refurbishment and will showcase

innovations from a range of NFRC Associate

members, as well as presentations and

demonstrations in the centre of the pavilion.

Who will you see on the NFRC Roofing

Pavilion?

n H C Wraxall and Co. Ltd

n Moy Materials (UK) Ltd

n Radmat Building Products Ltd

n Permavent Ltd

n TLX Insulation

n Scott Bader Limited

n Klober Limited

n Sika Limited

n Liquid Rubber Sales Ltd

n SSQ UK Limited

n Monier Redland Ltd

n Triflex (UK) Ltd

n Icopal Ltd

n Hambleside Danelaw Ltd

Enhancing biodiversity

Reinforcing the importance of the natural

environment in sustainable design and

construction, the popular Biodiversity Pavilion

returns to Ecobuild. Here, experts from the likes

of Bauder, Polyroof Products and Wildflower

Turf will be championing the extensive benefits

of green roofing technology.

Expert education

Ecobuild 2014 will also feature an unrivalled

information programme, attracting over 600

speakers. At the heart of the programme is

debate, learning and information exchange, led

by internationally renowned academics,

ministers, industry leaders and celebrity

speakers. All speakers will now appear on the

NFRC At Ecobuild 2014 For First Time

Attic Trusses from Pasquill Top Off £1.7 million Luxury Homes
Two interesting roofs have been handled by Pasquill, the
UK’s largest supplier of trussed rafters, at a very
exclusive development of homes at the village of Aspley
Guise in Bedfordshire.  One features a gym with sauna
and the other offers a cinema. Both are part of two
properties marketing at £1.7million each after Christmas
by developer, Tilsworth Developments.  Pasquill
designed and supplied attic trusses spanning up to 12
metres for the properties. Pasquill developed drawings
for the scheme on behalf of builders’ merchant, Gibbs &
Dandy.  Pasquill visited the development to assist in
improving the buildability of the properties’ roofs. This
included discussing the support of the trusses from and
accommodating a large stair opening, which required trusses to be trimmed on site. The designer
confirmed dimensions and agreed a package of ancillary materials as well as discussing delivery of
these large trusses.  Pasquill is steadily increasing its turnover in the housebuilding market, and
now has a dedicated national house builder design team and a dedicated team catering for the
requirements of merchants and SME builders to give better service than ever. Visit
www.pasquill.co.uk.

SIG Roofing Supplies Natural Slate for Historic House Restoration
The restoration of the roofscape of Raasay
House – a Scottish Category Grade A listed
building on the Isle of Raasay, just off the Isle of
Skye in Scotland – has been completed using
natural slate supplied by SIG Roofing Supplies,
the leading supply chain partner of roofing
materials in the UK.  Specified by Wittets
Architects in Skye, approximately 917m2 of SIG
Roofing’s SIGA 110 natural slate was laid in
diminishing courses to restore the roof of this
historic C17th landmark which is now an
activity centre.  In accordance with Historic Scotland, the restoration of the roofscape had to match
the original roof covering as closely as possible. SIGA 110 slates were specified as their North Wales
origins best replicate the texture and colour of the original Scottish Ballachulish slate that is no
longer available.  Main contractors, Mansell of Glasgow, hired specialist roofing contractors,
Macleod Roofing Ltd of Inverness. Fixing was in the traditional manner using pine sawn celcurised
tiling battens, breathable underlay and copper nails.  Alasdair Aldridge of Wittets Architects
explains: “SIGA natural slate is extremely high quality and sits perfectly on the roofscape of this
sprawling mansion that features a multitude of intricate dormers and gablettes. The colour and
appearance of the new roof covering complements the house’s overall exterior finish.”

Fab-ulous Solution to Improving
Profit

A unique, state-of-the-art single ply roofing system
can help deliver a better end product with a
significant reduction in cost.  Studies show that
Protan’s innovative prefabricated roof process can
cut welding by up to 70%: on a typical 10,000m2
roof: equivalent to 60 hours’ LESS labour and its
associated cost. Yet the Protan prefabricated
system is cost-competitive with standard single ply
roof membrane, even before the latter’s welding
costs are factored in.  “It’s a ‘no-brainer’: everyone
in the building supply chain wins,” says Fraser
Maitland, Protan MD. “The specifier has the peace
of mind that as the system is fabricated in a
factory there is reduced risk of leakage, and our
secret fix enhances aesthetics. The contractor has
an easier system to install, which costs him no
more in materials but saves him effort, and yields
bigger profit. The building’s owner or occupier has
less - or no risk- of leakage.”  Protan’s
prefabricated system uses Protan single ply
membrane, which has been developed to
withstand the harshest weather conditions and is
proven to perform for 30 years. The membrane is
factory-welded to order, with Protan’s software
calculating the most efficient usage of material to
minimise waste. To see Protan’s comprehensive
range of single ply roofing solutions visit
www.protan.co.uk.

RENOLIT and Minster Agree
Exclusive Distribution for FLEXSOM

Specialist distributor, Minster Roofing and
Roofline, has signed an exclusive contract with
world-renowned RENOLIT, for the distribution of
FLEXSOM.  This is the first time RENOLIT has
entered the Roofing market on the UK mainland
though a distributor. The agreement is a strong
indication of Minster’s growing influence in the
roofing industry.  RENOLIT, an international
leader in the manufacture of high-quality plastic
films and related products for technical
applications recently stated; ‘Minster supplies a
wide range of specialist roofing materials. Their
relationships throughout the supply chain means
that they can offer customers the latest product
innovations, which is good for RENOLIT.’  The
FLEXSOM range consists of thermoplastic PVC-P
roofing membranes available in a number of
systems to suit both new construction and
renovation projects. It is the versatility and
technical nature of FLEXSOM that allows it to
perform well within varied roofing applications.
The product comes with several benefits including
a BBA approved life expectancy of over 35 years.
With very good static and dynamic perforation
resistance, FLEXSOM adapts to all roof
geometries, lending itself to architectural design.
FLEXSOM is available in light grey and charcoal
as standard with other colours available
depending on quantity and lead-times.  To find
out more about FLEXSOM, email
marketing@minsteronline.co.uk.
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Don’t Deflate the Van Tyres for Winter
Van users are being advised not to follow outdated advice on winter driving. Steve Clarke said:
“There is a long-held view that reducing tyre pressures will increase grip on awkward surfaces.  This
might be all right for driving over desert sand, but it is certainly not safe for winter driving.” As
marketing manager for The Fuelcard People, Steve has been working with van users for years and
knows the challenges they face.  “Some drivers believe that reducing tyre pressure increases
traction,” said Steve Clarke. “It simply is not true, unless temperatures fall far below anything we
might expect in Britain. Instead, compression just means that the tyre is sitting on a larger layer of

melted ice or snow, increasing the likelihood of
sliding, skidding and aquaplaning. As any of the
motoring organisations will readily confirm, best
practice for winter driving is to ensure that tyres are
always inflated according to manufacturers’
recommendations.”  Apart from safety, having
correctly inflated tyres can cut fuel consumption by
as much as 3%. “The little things become more
important when it is cold, dark and wet,” said Steve
Clarke. Steve recommends checking the level and
concentration of screenwash, anti-freeze, vans’
electrics and carrying a first aid kit,
blanket, water and snacks into the cab. 

Alutec Strengthens Marketing Team with Two New Appointments

Alutec, the market leader for aluminium rainwater systems, is pleased to
announce the expansion of its marketing team with the appointment of Ivona
Nicol as Marketing Communications Coordinator and Tracey Dodd as
Specifications and Projects Coordinator.  Ivona has worked for a number of
manufacturing companies and brings with her several years’ industry
experience, backed by a Master’s Degree in Industrial Marketing and
Management and Chartered Marketer status.  In her new role, Ivona will
develop the marketing strategy and strengthen awareness of the Alutec
brand.  In her new role as Specifications and Projects Coordinator, Tracey
Dodd will help Alutec deliver its commitment to supporting specifiers.
Tracey has been with the company for 10 years and brings extensive
technical, product and market knowledge to her new position, in which she
will be responsible for further developing Alutec’s specifier base –architects,
developers, local authorities and contractors.  Stephen Jeffries, Product,
Marketing and Development Manager at Alutec, commented: “I am really
pleased to welcome Ivona and Tracey to the team – it’s an exciting period at
Alutec, in which we are rapidly growing as well as consolidating our success in existing markets, so
it’s the perfect time to welcome them on board.” For more information visit
www.marleyalutec.co.uk. Enquiry 49
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show floor and there will be two

arenas to house the conference

programme. 

Hosted in two Ecobuild Arenas on the

show floor, over 100 industry experts,

ministers and VIPs will focus on

topics relevant to the whole industry

including developers, architects,

contractors and housebuilders. The

conference will cover a wide range of

issues from energy policy and the

future of our cities right down to the

right way to deliver zero carbon homes

and buildings that work as designed.

In addition to the two Ecobuild

arenas, there will be six new content

zones on the show floor. Building

Performance & BIM, Refurbishment &

Retrofit, Green Energy, Design, Water,

Waste & Materials and Future Cities.

Drop in advice clinics will be delivered

by industry leading organisations. 

You can register your interest in

attending at www.ecobuild.co.uk. You

can also follow us on Twitter

(@Ecobuild_now) or join our Linkedin

(Ecobuild) group and Facebook page

(Ecobuildnow) for the latest show

news and updates. 

Each year Ecobuild (www.ecobuild.co.uk) hosts the most comprehensive
showcase of sustainable construction products in the world. It provides a
platform for businesses representing the entire spectrum of sustainable
construction products for new build, refurbishment, residential, commercial
and industrial projects. Taking place at London’s ExCeL from 4th to 6th
March 2014, Ecobuild should be in every roofing specifier and contractor’s
diary.

UK’s First Olivine Roof Supplied
by Alumasc Roofing Systems

Alumasc has supplied a pioneering new flat roofing
system with unique environmental benefits, as part
of the redevelopment of thecentre:mk shopping
centre in Milton Keynes.  

Derbigum Olivine is an ecological roofing solution,
with a naturally-sourced upper mineral layer.
During rainfall, the Olivine membrane makes
contact with CO2 present in the atmosphere
resulting in a chemical reaction taking place which
neutralises the CO2.  An impressive 1,750kg of
CO2 can be neutralised over the lifetime of the
roof, providing a positive impact on climate
change.

Joint owners of thecentre:mk, Hermes Real Estate
Investment Management and Prudential Property
Investment Managers, opted to replace the original
roof as part of a re-roofing programme that sees
the company strategically replacing a number of
its vulnerable roofs every year. 

Over 1000m of the Derbigum Olivine membrane
was expertly installed by M &J Flat Roofing, an
Alumasc registered contractor.  Richard James,
Managing Surveyor at M&J Flat Roofing explains:

“The existing roofing works at the shopping centre
had been waterproofed using a green mineral
faced bituminous roofing system.  We introduced
Alumasc’s Derbigum Olivine to the Centre
Management who approved the installation
because they thought the concept of Olivine’s CO2

neutralising properties was unique and fitted with
their carbon neutral stance.  The system proved to
be more cost effective than the previous roofing
system and was simple to install”.  

The shopping centre scheme did, however, present
challenges that the Alumasc Technical Team were
able to overcome.  Alumasc’s Southern Region
Manager, James Donovan, explains:

“Modern roofs are designed with a fall to allow
efficient drainage of rainwater, however roofs
designed in the 1970s were notorious for poor fall
and this was the case on the Milton Keynes
scheme.  To combat this, Alumasc specified a
pitched insulation solution to assist with rainwater
run-off, which in turn will help prolong the life
expectancy of the roof.”

Like all other Derbigum membranes, Olivine is
easy to apply, highly durable and 100% recyclable.
It can be applied as part of a one or two-layer
system and can be cold bonded, hot air welded or
torch-applied.

For more information on Derbigum Olivine and the
full range of Alumasc Roofing systems, please visit
www.alumascroofing.co.uk.

For literature, please call 0808 100 2008.
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Patriotic Green Sika Sarnafil Roof for Irish Community Centre
Manchester’s new Irish World Heritage Centre features a 1,000sq m Sika Sarnafil roof in a patriotic
green Copper Patina membrane.  The £5 million project provides a new home for the centre, which
commemorates the contributions and achievements of Irish emigrants, and offers community
facilities.  As well as being a fitting tribute to the ‘Emerald Isle’, the chosen Sika Sarnafil G410-15EL
copper-imitation membrane reflects Ireland’s copper mining past and had the flexibility needed to
suit the building’s Celtic ring-shaped design.  The roof was installed by Sika Sarnafil registered
contractor Fulwood Roofing Services, with decor profiles at 900mm intervals and a segmental
design giving an impressive aesthetic finish.  The building was designed by Ellis Williams Architects,
the main contractor was Willmott Dixon and the consultant was Gill Massey.  For more information
on the Sika Sarnafil system, visit www.sarnafil.co.uk, call 01603 709360 or email
sarnafilroofing@uk.sika.com. Enquiry 17

Roofshield Used in Complex Roof
This unique and innovative private dwelling
house in Aberdeenshire has used Roofshield
breather membrane, supplied by the A.
Proctor Group Ltd.  The architectural design
is particularly distinctive being of circular
form with a split dual sloping roof. The
construction form is based on a high
thermal efficiency timber frame using
Scotframes Val-U-Therm system. The roof
was particularly difficult with its geometry,
almost like slating the inside of a bowl. 2.5

tonnes of Burlington Best random width slate has been laid on the roof.  On such
a complex roof, the roofing contractors, John Rhind slaters, wanted to make sure
only the best vapour and air permeable membrane was used.  Roofshield has
unique vapour and air permeability characteristics, which allows even the most
complex of pitched roofs to breathe – without the need for traditional air gaps or
secondary venting products. Roofshield is as easy to install as traditional roofing
felt.  The very low vapour resistance of 0.09MNs/g combined with high air
permeability reduces the potential for interstitial condensation as far as is
possible, and without the requirement to use a vapour control layer, thus giving a
robust and dependable solution that can be specified with confidence.  For further
information about A.Proctor Group’s Breather Membranes or the rest of their
product range visit www.proctorgroup.com.

Barnsley Roofer Claims 2013 UK Worker of the Year
Runner Up Prize
Dean Gerstel, 42, a roofer from Hoyland in Barnsley, was voted runner up at this
year’s UK Worker of the Year gala awards evening, in the competition sponsored
by Dickies and Suzuki GB to recognise and reward excellence in the British
workforce.  In the gala awards finale, Dean finished behind Dorchester farmer
Judi James. It was the first time UK Worker of the Year organisers have left the
choice of winner to the audience.  Dean set up his own roofing and property
repairs business in 2012. His passion and drive for customer satisfaction was
evident at the event and Dean’s love for his job certainly impressed those in
attendance.   Dean, who received £2,000 in Thomas Cook holiday vouchers,
commented: “It’s been a fabulous journey and I’m delighted to have stood on
the stage with some of the hardest workers in the country. I’m overwhelmed to
have finished second and I hope to stay a part of the competition in years to
come.”   “It’s important to recognise hard workers in the UK and all eight
individuals standing on the stage today were worthy winners,” enthused Maurice
Morton, of workwear giant Dickies.   Dickies will again be organising UK Worker
of the Year in 2014 www.ukworkeroftheyear.com.
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SIEVERT Promatic Gas Torch System is a SkillBuild Winner

for Roofing Competitors
Finalists in this year’s SkillBuild Competition, in the “Reinforced Bituminous Membrane” category of roofing
disciplines, including the winner, Jordan Lane have all used the SIEVERT® Promatic Gas Torch System, as its
“trigger on, trigger off” safety system allowed it to meet the strict health & safety requirements demanded by the
NEC for the use of naked flames in live demonstrations.  Forming part of the Skills Show at the NEC, Skillbuild
competitors plied their skills in front of a live audience of many thousands of visitors, which for the Bituminous
Membrane category, meant using gas torches. The potential health & safety risk of using naked flames in close
proximity to so many members of the public had threatened to limit the competitor’s demonstrations in this
category, but thanks to leading gas tool specialist SIEVERT®, who stepped in with its offer to supply its ultra-safe
Promatic Gas Torches, the show could go on!  Sievert UK MD, Nick Carter said: “. The SIEVERT® Promatic Gas Blow
Torch has attracted a tremendous amount of interest, as its patented piezoelectric ignition system, which delivers
‘trigger on – trigger off’ control means the gas is lit only for the time it is actually being used..”  For further
information visit www.sievertuk.co.uk or email sales@sievertuk.co.uk.

Jewson Launches New Roofing Guide
Jewson’s newRoofing Guide is now available throughout the merchant’s600
branches nationwide. The guide further supports the merchant’scontinued
investment in its roofing offering, which currently includes an online roofing design
solutions service and specialist roofing branches across the UK.  The RoofingGuide
covers all products and materials a trade professional might require, from
traditional tiles and felt to the latest roofing innovations. The guide also includes
information on Jewson’s free estimating service. Customers can email their roofing
plans and required coverings to Jewson, and the estimating department will
process the drawings – matching them to suitable manufacturer specific products.

An itemised list of all the products needed to
complete the job and a quote is sent back to the
customer’s local branch.  “We are delighted to be
launching our new Roofing Guide,” commented
Edward Smith, National Business Development
Director – Roofing at Jewson. “With the added
support of our comprehensive network of roofing
branches in the UK, Design Solutions Service and
Roofing Guide we are now able to offer our customers
complete support, when it comes to all their roofing
requirements.”  To collect your free copy of the new
Roofing Guide - visit your local Jewson branch.
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Turn Over a New Leaf with Hunter
Rainwater systems blocked with leaves and other debris could be a
thing of the past, thanks to Hunter’s new Outlet Leaf Guard, the
latest addition to its unrivalled range of PVC-U rainwater products.
It is a doddle to install and fits into any 68mm rainwater outlet and
prevents blockages by leaves and other debris, maintaining
optimum flow rates, and making gutters virtually maintenance-free
– Jobs a Good un’. The Outlet Leaf Guard will not detract from the
clean lines of the rainwater installation with bulky, unsightly clips
and is available in black – still by far the most popular colour for
rainwater.  The Leaf Guard range also includes a Gutter Leaf Guard
which clips on to gutter without the need for special tools or fixings
and a Drain Leaf Guard designed to protect outside drains from

blockage.  It accepts rainwater
downpipes of any size up to 110mm in
diameter and covers a drain opening up
to 300mm wide and 265mm deep. It
can simply be screw fixed to the wall
and removed to gain necessary access.
Hunter Plastics, part of the Aliaxis
Group manufactures a wide range of
PVC-U rainwater, soil and waste and
underground drainage systems in the
UK.  Enquiry 25

Cembrit Cares for Hazeldene House
Westerland A+ rated fibre cement
slates from Cembrit have provided a
newly built care home facility in
Pembury with a sustainable and
attractive finish.  Replacing an older
property that was demolished, the
slates needed to remain in keeping with
the original look of the facility.
Hazeldene House supports residents
with significant care needs.  Beginning
in Summer 2011, the project was built in the shape of a horse shoe with two
wings. Contractors, Crendon Roofing Services specified Cembrit’s
Westerland slates. Commented Crendon’s Peter Edwards: “The slates
enabled us to create a natural look whilst meeting environmental standards.
We found the slates to be quick and easy to install. We are keen to work with
these products again.”  Westerland slate is a good alternative to natural
slate as it has a similar appearance. Its attractive riven surface and natural
dressed edges make it an ideal solution for situations where a traditional
appearance is important. It is manufactured to the highest European
standards and is lightweight, pre-holed, suitable for all types of projects.
The slate is easy to handle and install, it is durable and offers an economic
alternative to natural roofing materials. For further information email:
sales@cembrit.co.uk. Enquiry 33

Alto Safety Boot 
New to the Scruffs range this winter is the hardwearing mid-ankle Alto Safety Boot. With only a limited number of the
orange soled units available, this tough safety boot is set to be in high demand this season. Designed with a flexible
and lightweight EVA sole, long lasting comfort is guaranteed throughout the
working day.  The sole unit is SRA rated for anti-slip resistance and comes with a
steel toe and mid sole. Hence, the Alto Safety Boot provides the ultimate
protection for feet in demanding trade environments. The breathable padded
tongue and collar reduce foot fatigue and provide the exceptional comfort that’s
demanded.  Yet again Scruffs has delivered a stylish boot that retains the full

protection and design attributes that are necessary to survive harsh weather conditions.  The new Scruffs Alto Safety
boot is available in sizes 7 to 12.  For more information on the fantastic new 2013/14 winter line up from Scruffs
and to find your nearest dealer, visit www.scruffs.com or email sales@scruffs.com.
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The Art of Light
The new School of Art and Design at the University of Central Lancashire, designed by Mellor
Architects, is a great example of the unique ambience created by the Kalwall® daylighting system.  The
University identified the need for an additional studio and workshop space together with a new main
entrance and display area. This is a tall light and airy space which acts as a bright modern welcoming
hub.  Project architect Lindsay Oram comments, “We originally wanted to introduce daylight through
conventional northlights but soon found a better solution by using Kalwall which we were able to
introduce throughout the building. The result is that a large quantity of natural daylight is evenly
diffused through the walls and roof to create a unique ambience and perfect colour rendition for art.”
Kalwall is the most highly insulating, diffuse light-transmitting cladding and skylighting system
available. It is designed to transmit Museum-Quality Daylighting™, flooding an interior with natural
diffused daylight without glare or the harsh contrasts of light and shade and eliminating any need for
curtains or blinds.  Running costs are reduced because of the superior insulation (‘U’ Values from
1.25W/m2K to 0.28W/m2K are possible), and reduced reliance on artificial lighting. It also improves
concentration and wellbeing.  Case studies and technical information are available on 01233 501 504
or visit www.structura-uk.com/kalwall. Enquiry 29

Knauf Helps Deliver Breeam Excellent Building 

Building envelope specialist CA Group has incorporated Knauf
Insulation’s Earthwool® glass mineral wool insulation into its innovative
curved roofing solution for Prologis and BMW, at the car manufacturer’s
43,600m2 distribution facility in Northampton. The aesthetically
pleasing design offers a curved profile without the significant price tag
normally associated with this type of structure.  Sustainability was high
on the list of priorities for Prologis and BMW and this is reflected in the
design of the roof, which was created using CA Group's Twin-Therm®
technology, a fully-walkable cost effective solution that provides a high
degree of flexibility and exceptional air tightness levels.  The choice of
insulation used on the project was critical. CA Group selected Knauf
Insulation’s Earthwool® glass mineral wool for its excellent
environmental credentials, acoustic properties and thermal
performance. The combined result is an efficient, highly sustainable
distribution centre, which has been rated Excellent by BREEAM.   Brian
Watson, Director at CA Group commented: “Roofing innovations don’t
come more exciting than this. The benefits of curved roofs have long
been recognised but, in the past, the associated price tag has prevented
widespread adoption of the solution. We have used modern technology
to reduce cost while delivering all the benefits one would expect from an
innovative design solution.  For more information visit
www.knaufinsulation.co.uk. Enquiry 28

Epic Warns Of ADL2014 Shortfall

It came as no surprise that the announcement of the next changes to the
Approved Documents to Part L for England was extremely cautious. EPIC
believes that there is now considerable ground to make up in order to achieve
zero carbon construction by 2019 for non-domestic buildings. An aggregate
improvement of 9% over 2010 standards will now be required by ADL2A
2013, ranging from around 3% for industrial/warehousing to 13% for
commercial/offices.  This is expected to be achieved largely through better
air tightness, lighting controls and services, leaving the building fabric
virtually unchanged, although further improvements in U-values would help
to contribute to target savings.  EPIC has been part of the Government's
advisory group for industrial type buildings, and welcomes the fact that
practical targets have been set on air tightness. However, it is clear that
areas such as joints and junctions, prone to air leakage, will need to be
carefully managed.  Insulated panel systems are easily capable of air leakage
rates of 5m3/h/m2 or better, and can help to meet the tighter standards,
whatever the size of the building.  The building envelope will have an even
more important role to play by optimising energy efficiency and reducing
heating/cooling demand in eventually achieving zero carbon by 2019.  For
further information visit www.epic.uk.com or follow Epic on LinkedIn:
www.linkedin.com/company/engineered-panels-in-construction.
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M.R. Site Services Wins Big Name
Contracts
Melvyn Rowberry’s company
M.R. Site Services, continues
to go from strength to
strength winning significant
contracts with top name
companies such as Jaguar
Land Rover, Airbus, Tesco
and Network Rail.  Having
pioneered aluminium welding
of standing seam aluminium
roofs over thirty years ago, Melvyn and his team
continue to refine the process with constant research
and development.  His company’s latest innovations
see his Quantum Roll-a-Flex system used more and
more instead of welding as a cold applied process
which can be used in more complicated situations.  The
flexible reinforced sealing system can be used on any
roof and on almost any material providing a long lasting
solution to the weathering of penetrations.  Such is the
quality of this system that it has now been included
within M.R. Site Services’ work as an approved
contractor on the Tata Platinum scheme.
Diversification in the roofing industry has also seen
M.R. Site Services’ greater involvement in access
hatches and walkways under its Quantum brand.  The
company supplies and installs bespoke and standard
access hatches including budget hatches and
specialised smoke activated hatches as well as walkway
and handrail systems, standing seam clips and snow
guards.  M.R. Site Services’ was shortlisted this year as
a finalist in the roofing category of the Construction
News Awards.  Further information on 01905 755055,
email: welding@mrsiteservices.co.uk or see
www.mrsiteservices.co.uk. Enquiry 37

Langley Delivers Top Class Solution for
Bedfordshire Academy

L a n g l e y
W a t e r p r o o f i n g
Systems Ltd, the
national roofing
and waterproofing
expert, delivered a
state -o f - the -ar t
roofing solution
for Cedars Upper

School in Leighton Buzzard, Bedfordshire following a
comprehensive and detailed survey of the school’s
existing roofing system. Working with the schools chosen
consultant Wilby and Burnett, Langley was able to help
the school attain a high quality, bespoke solution
complete with a system lifespan guarantee of at least 30
years to help reduce whole life costs and work within
allocated budgets.  Langley identified 20 separate areas
of the school’s existing roof requiring attention and
selected the most appropriate solutions, along with
budget costs for each area, to ensure that the roof was
compliant with Building Regulations.  Warren Harper of
Wilby and Burnett commented: “We worked closely with
Langley on this detailed report, which was extremely
useful in identifying which areas of the roof needed
attention and what solutions were most suitable. It also
helped both us and the school apply quickly and
accurately for adequate funding.”  Langley approved
contractor, Acclaim Contracts Ltd, worked to deliver the
specified flat roofing solution – providing a high quality
finish and level of service without unnecessary disruption
to school life.  For more information visit
www.langley.co.uk

Safesite Takes Home BSIF Award
Safesite Limited has been recognised for its
outstanding work within the safety industry
at this year’s British Safety Industry
Federation (BSIF) Awards 2013.  The BSIF
is the UK's leading trade body within the
safety industry and with over 160 members
it aims to provide support and guidance on
a wide range of occupational safety issues.
The prestigious awards gala dinner took
place on the 7th October at the Guoman
Tower Hotel, London.  Safesite was awarded
the Corporate Contribution Award, which
celebrates the contribution of a company to
the work of the British Safety Industry
Federation throughout the previous 12

months.  The honour was in recognition of Graham Willmott’s continual work representing
the BSIF and UK on European Standard Committees and Working Groups as well as serving
as Chairman of the Height Safety Group and HSE Advisory Committee for Roof safety.  “We
are honoured to receive the award which is testament to all at Safesite’s commitment to
promoting safety at height," commented Graham Willmott of Safesite. "Service, reliability
and innovation have always been at the heart of Safesite, so I am delighted for the team to
be recognised in this way and dedicate this award to them.”  For more information, please
visit www.safesite.co.uk.
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Cromar Sets New Standards in GRP Flat Roof Waterproofing
Cromar PRO GRP is a cold-applied flat roof weatherproofing system which has been formulated
using the latest glass fibre technology. It combines high impact and fireresistance and will
withstand extreme temperature variation to provide a seamless, flexible, virtually maintenance-
free finish. The high build, reinforced coating is easy to form around complex details and will
withstand heavy foot traffic, even as part of a non-slip walkway. Standard sizes are 10 and 20kg
for resin and topcoat, 1 and 5 litre for hardener and 5 and 15 litre for Acetone, with two weights
of glass fibre reinforcement available - 450g/m2 and 600g/m2. Upstand, fillet and drip trim
sections can be suppliedtogether with fillets, moisture trap and simulated lead flashing. Trims
are fixed usingspecially developed, gun-applied PRO GRP Trim Adhesivewhich comes in
standard 310ml tubes.Fully trained contractors throughout the UK undertake projects of all
size, with scope to offer a 25 year performance guarantee.

Enquiry 13

Safety in the Sky
Crossgrip walkway matting, manufactured in the UK
by Plastic Extruders Ltd, has been installed on the
roof of a large Tesco Extrastore in Pitsea, Essex.
Crossgrip safety matting is an ideal solution for this
type of application as many services are located on
the roof. This means that defined walkways are
necessary so that service engineers have safe
access to maintain and repair at any time.  Not only
does the matting provide a permanent safe walkway
which is highly durable and slip resistant (R10
rating under DIN 51130) but it also protects the
roof membrane from damage. Another benefit is that Crossgrip is loose laid and is
warrantied to remain stable in winds of up to 96km/h - 60mph (in laboratory conditions,
when laid flat on a stable platform, it remained in position for wind speeds of 150 km/h -
94mph).  Due to its flexible construction, the matting contours easily over uneven surfaces
and its raised 14mm height helps it to straddle ponding water. The loose lay system means
the matting can be easily laid and quickly relocated if needed. Its vinyl composition makes
it resistant to bacterial growth and impermeable in all weathers. Call for information and
samples on 01268 571116 or visit www.crossgrip.com.

Enquiry 14

Metsec Invests in BIM
Visiting Metsec’s website, you are only one click away from learning all about building
information modelling (BIM). Behind the new, dedicated BIM area on the cold rolled steel
specialist’s website lies a profound understanding of how BIM is transforming the playing
field in the British construction industry.  Metsec, the UK’s largest specialist cold roll-
forming company, is bringing BIM to the fore on its new website. Metsec’s BIM area comes
complete with an introduction to collaborative working in BIM, an interactive 3D steel
framing model conceived in Revit and a downloads section.  Here, visitors have the
opportunity to download a number of Revit and IFC files. Thus Metsec model purlins and
framing can be easily integrated in contractors’ and specifiers’ master models when tasked
with choosing a suitable system during pre-construction.  Roy Burns, MD for Metsec
Lightweight Steel Structures said of the dedicated BIM area: “It reflects our efforts to push
building information modelling as an efficient tool of collaboration. 3D detailing of our steel

framing systems in BIM compatible
software is fundamental to integrated
working across the supply chain.”  “It is
no secret that the demand for suppliers
and subcontractors with BIM-capability
is on the rise. Main contractors,
manufacturers and installers need to be
sensitised to the role that BIM is playing
if they are not to lose vital contracts to
competitors.”
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Events for the roofing industry 

7-9 February 2014

The National Self Build and Renovation Show 
Demos, seminars, one-to-one consultations, educational
exhibitions
2013: 200 exhibitors, 3,900 visitors
NSBRC, Swindon www.nsbrc.co.uk

18-21 February 2014

ROOF+TIMBER
ROOF+TIMBER (Dach+Holz) covers all roofing disciplines,
products and issues. Conference, seminars, demos. English
speaking.
2012: 55,500 visitors, 600 exhibitors
Cologne Exhibition Center, Cologne, Germany 
www.dach-holz.de

4-6 March 2014

Ecobuild
Biggest UK sustainable construction event. Exhibitions, seminars,
debates.
2013: 45,000 visitors, 1,000 exhibitors
Excel Centre, London www.ecobuild.co.uk

7-8 May 2014

Greenbuild Expo 2014
Sustainable building solutions, seminar programme, practical
advice and training sessions.
2012: 4,000 visitors, 250 exhibitors
Manchester Central, Manchester www.greenbuildexpo.co.uk

16 May 2014

NFRC Roofing Awards
Gathering of the main players of the UK roofing industry to
recognise and celebrate the best projects across all roofing
disciplines.
Hilton London Metropole Hotel, London W2 www.nfrc.co.uk

21-22 May 2014

All-Energy 2014
The ‘AGM of the renewable energy industry’. Full seminar and
conference programme. See website for Call for Papers.
2013: 10,322 visitors, 606 exhibitors
Aberdeen Exhibition & Conference Centre www.all-energy.co.uk

7-8 October 2014

Timber Expo
Buyers & Specifiers Forum, seminar programme
2013: 4,611 visitors, 110 exhibitors
NEC Birmingham http://timber-expo.co.uk/

25-26 February 2015

Roofex 2015
The must-attend event for the UK roofing industry.
Manufacturers exhibiting from all parts of the roofing industry.
Live demonstrations, Presentations and Talks, Seminars and
debate.
2013: 3,000 visitors, 106 exhibitors
NEC Birmingham http://roofex.businesscatalyst.com/

28-30 Apr 2015

The Natural Stone Show
Showcase event for UK stone industry. 
Architecture, conservation, design.
2013: 5,600 visitors, 220 exhibitors
Excel Centre, London www.stoneshow.co.uk

Diary

Introducing a new era in their famous gas nailing technology

the IM360Ci is part of the new range of Paslode Lithium tools.

The IM360Ci Framing Nailer is ideal for all timber to timber first

fix applications, including timber framing, roof battening,

studwork, cladding and much more.

For the chance to get an IM 360Ci Paslode
Framing Nailer for FREE 

just complete the Advertising Enquiry Card
and tick the Reader Offer box

The winner will be selected at random from
all entries received before

READER OFFER

Paslode IM360Ci
Framing Nailer

from 

These innovative new tools offer the quality and reliability

expected from Paslode with the added advantage of some

cutting edge new features:

t quick charge long life lithium battery - up to

7,500 shots per 1 hour charge

t User fatigue reduced - designed with

optimum balance and comfort and the best

power to weigh ratio on the market

t Paslode’s Start & Go technology – a unique

movement sensor which eliminates battery

discharge when not in use

t Easy to use fuel and battery gauge - cell

level display - last 300 shot alert.

t All IM360Ci nails are CE Marked, EC5

compliant, cover Service Classes 1,2 & 3 with

unique Full Head RounDrive for clean finish

t New Paslode NailScrews can be removed & 

re-fixed, 6xfaster, 2 finishes, EC5 & CE Marked

14th February 2014

mailto:welding@mrsiteservices.co.uk
http://www.mrsiteservices.co.uk
http://www.langley.co.uk
http://www.safesite.co.uk
http://www.crossgrip.com
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http://www.dach-holz.de
http://www.ecobuild.co.uk
http://www.greenbuildexpo.co.uk
http://www.nfrc.co.uk
http://www.all-energy.co.uk
http://timber-expo.co.uk/
http://roofex.businesscatalyst.com/
http://www.stoneshow.co.uk
http://roofing-today.co.uk/t/16PI-1N5U0-575X18DY6E/cr.aspx
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